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Students rally to support troops
By TERESA FRALISH
Associate News Editor

About 150 students gathered at the Notre Dame
Stonehenge World War II
Memorial Thursday to show
their support for American
troops in Iraq for the ProAmerica Rally held Thursday.
The rally began with a rendition of the National Anthem
sung by junior Laura Hoffman
and continued with talks by
Don Feder, a nationally syndicated columnist, and Floyd
Brown, executive director of
the
Young
America's
Foundation. The event concluded with a reading of the
names of all 104 American
soldiers who had been killed
in the conflict in Iraq.
Both Feder and Brown
stressed the need for America
to take pride in its military
and tradition of democracy
and criticized opponents of
the war. Feder was concerned about the polarizing
attitudes that he felt were
taking hold in America today.
"There's a civil war going
on in the United States today.
It's a war for the soul of our
republic," said Feder.
Feder also discussed what
he saw as a distinct strain of
anti-Americanism in many of
the recent anti-war protests.
"It's a peace movement or
an anti-war movement as

Students
help local
homes

By SCOTT BRODFUEHRER
News Writer

tary action could have.
"Far from taking Iraq's
wealth when this war is over,
we are going to pour our
wealth into Iraq," Feder said,
speaking of the expected
involvement of the United

Engineers from the Office of
Information Technologies implemented a backup mainframe
server Thursday afternoon, ending a 32-hour server outage that
crippled administrative and student sysSee Also
tems.
Deputy
"Age, conditions
chief inform ati on
cause server crash"
officer and
page6
chief technology
officer Dewitt Latimer said the
back-up server was populated
with data from a tape back-up
that finished at 6:30 a.m.
Wednesday morning. Because
the crash occurred at 7 a.m .. he
does not expect that the crash
caused any data loss.
The replacement server is
comparable to the mainframe
server that crashed and all services, including the make-up
registration
times
from
Wednesday and Thursday, will
go forward today.
The process of restoring the
data on the back-up server did

see RALLYI page 4

see CRASH/page 6

CHIP MARKS/The Observer

Notre Dame students show their support for troops and American In the pro-American rally
sponsored Thursday by the College Republicans. The rally, held at the Stonehenge Memorial,
attracted about 150 students.

much as it's an anti-American
movement. By and large the
leaders of this movement are
ideologues," he said.
Americans must remember
how U.S. troops protect their
rights to free speech and
democracy, said Feder.
"The flag does not repre-

sent a party or a president
but a nation, a history [and] a
heritage," said Feder. "It protects [our] freedom to dissent."
Feder also discussed
American motives for becoming involved in Iraq and possible consequences that mili-
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+ Christmas in

By HIMANSHU KOTHARI

April project to
occur Saturday

News Writer

By TERESA FRALISH
Associate News Editor

This Saturday, over 1,000
Notre Dame and Saint Mary's
students will participate in the
annual spring neighborhood service program, Rebuilding
Together Now, formerly known
as Christmas in April, said Jenny
Monahan, the coordinator for the
event and assistant to the vice
president for student affairs.
Students will depart Notre
Dame and Saint Mary's at 7 a.m.
Saturday and head to 25 different
houses in the. Northeast
Neighborhood of South Bend,
where they will help to paint
homes, clean yards and assist
with other housing maintenance
projects, said Monahan.
Many of residents are lower
income, disabled and elderly
individuals who cannot perform
such tasks themselves.
see SERVICE/page 6

OIT office
recovers
from crash

ANDY KENNA/The Observer

ANDY KENNA/The Observer

Ms. Badin shows off her singing talents for
assistant vice president for student affairs Bill
Kirk as she competed In the O'Neill Hall Ms.
NO pageant Thursday.

Beth Duran, Ms. Farley, takes her victory walk after being crowned Ms. NO
Thursday evening In LaFortune
Ballroom.

The College of Arts and
Letters along with the Institute
for Scholarship in Liberal Arts
(ISLA) is finding new ways to
bolster undergraduate research
in hopes of preparing students
for Ph.D programs and making
Notre Dame more competitive
with other institutions.
initiative
titled
An
Undergraduate
Research
Opportunity Program (UROP)
has become "a top priority for
the college," said Mark Roche,
Dean of the College of Arts and
Letters.
Along those lines, the College
of Arts and Letters and ISLA
have added summer research
stipends under the UROP program. The program will give an
opportunity to undergraduates
with at least one Arts and
Letters major to work on a
research topic created by themselves over the summer while
being supported by the College.
The grants of approximately
see RESEARCH/page 8
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INSIDE COLUMN

WHAT'S INSIDE

In defense

of the war

After some serious, in-depth analysis
of the war in Iraq, I'm come to one
conclusion: we're winning big.
It may not seem like such a big surprise now, but earlier, uncertainty
was the order of
the day.
At the outset of
the conflict, antiwar activists
claimed that the
Bush administration didn't have the
backing of the pubMatt Bramantl
lie. This week, pollster Opinion
Dynamics released
Wire Editor
a survey showing
that an overwhelming majority of Americans - 81
percent- support the war in Iraq.
Critics of the war plan said that this
would be Vietnam all over again. The
shots were varied: supply lines were
too long, we didn't have enough troops
on the ground, we were overconfident.
But American and British troops are
sitting pretty in Baghdad, and the
regime of dictator Sad dam Hussein has
lost its stranglehold on Iraq. Coalition
sources have seized Kirkuk, are negotiating the surrender of Mosul and are
bearing down on Saddam's hometown
ofTikrit.
And why are we fighting the war? I
believe the president when he says this
war is about protecting Americans and
liberating Iraqis from a cruel despot
with weapons of mass destruction. But
let's look at some of the accusations
leveled against Bush by his political
opponents.
"Bush just wants to get Iraq's oil." If
we wanted to seize oil, we would have
conquered Kuwait after the Gulf War.
It would have taken about 15 minutes,
and gas would cost about 70 cents a
gallon. Or, barring that, we could have
left Saddam Hussein in power, and
negotiated juicy arms-for-oil deals.
Hey, it worked for the French.
"Iraq doesn't have any prohibited
weapons." We've found chemicals.
nuclear materials, and gas masks. We
even found banned long-range missiles
when Iraq shot them into Kuwait.
"The war is a racist conquest of
dark-skinned people by white
Americans." The U.S. has been
patrolling the no-fly zones in northern
and southern Iraq for the last 12 years,
because Saddam Hussein used chemical weapons on the ethnic minorities
there. Thousands of his own people
were targeted for extinction, and now
they're dancing in the streets.
None of these arguments can stand
up to the facts. This war is being fought
for a just cause, and it's being fought
with just means. The conflict will go
down in history as a textbook example
of how to wage a military campaign.
We've taken ground in record time,
we've spared the lives of Iraqi civilians
and military personnel, and we've fed
refugees. Now let's get on with rebuilding Iraq, so we can bring the troops
back home where they belong. After a
big win on the road, the team deserves
a rest.

The views expressed in the Inside
Column are those of the author and
not necessarily those of The Observer.
Contact
Matt
Bramanti
at
bramanti.l@nd.edu
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Junior wins
service award
for Indiana

U.S., Kurds
take Kirkuk as
looters hit
Baghdad

Notre Dame student Mary Murphy
will receive the
2003 Richard 1.
Wood
Student
Community
Commitment
Award today in
Muncie.
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Carriers to
ground
Concordes

Long-term
approach
needed for OIT

17th Annual
Regatta casts
off

Doubleheader
sweep extends
winning streak
to 14 games

Iraqi forces back
down as U.S. and
Kurdish troops
push into Kirkuk,
Iraq Thursday.

British Airways
and Air France
have decided to
ground
the
Concorde
jet,
known for its quick
trans-Atlantic
flights and pricey
tickets.

The University
should
have
replaced its 12year-old server to
avoid the crash that
occurred this week.

Fisher, the Hall
of the Year, prepares for its signature event on the
lake.

The Notre Dame
baseball
team
defeated Chicago
State and Bowling
Green m
two
games Thursday.
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WHAT'S GOING DOWN

Suspect charged for LaFortune fraud
The prosecutor's office has charged a suspect
with criminal conversion and deception in a fraud
case that was reported on Aug. 20 and occurred in
LaFortune.

Student sent to St. Joseph Medical Ctr.
A student from Pangborn Hall was sent in an
ambulance to St. Joseph Medical Center Tuesday
for treatment of an illness. ·

Police investigate assault complaint
NDSP is investigating an assault complaint from
Fisher Hall that was reported Tuesday.

Student reports Tuesday bike theft
A student reported to NDSP that her unlocked
bike was stolen from the rack outside the
Coleman-Morse Center on Tuesday between 7:45
and 8:25 p.m. There are no suspects.

-compiled from the NDSP crime blotter

WHAT'S COOKING
North Dining Hall

South Dining Hall
Today's Lunch: Stuffed shells. mushroom marinara, bianco pizza, vegetable
calzone, macaroni and cheese, cajunbaked orange roughy, cheese and vegetable pie, fried clam strips, grilled
mahi-mahi, small grilled pizza. fishwich,
battered wedge fries, onion rings. fried
tofu rice. cheese enchilada. ·

Today's Lunch: Pizza, honey-garlic
pork chops. white beans with ham,
whipped potatoes, collard greens. cherry crisp, baked lemon perch, vegetable
rice pilaf, sauteed julienne vegetables,
maypo, scrambled eggs, breakfast ham,
buttermilk pancakes, seasoned fries.
vegan Szechwan noodles, broccoli quesadilla.

Today's Dinner: Cheese lasagna,
mushroom marinara, tomato pizza,
bianco pizza. vegetable calzone. potato
pancakes, green bean casserole. tuna
casserole, stuffed flounder, fried buffalo
shrimp, breaded cheese sticks with
marinara, seminole red snapper with
oranges, flShwich. egg foo yong surimi
broccoli quesadilla.

Today's Dinner: Bianco pizza, breadsticks. chicken strips, macaroni and
cheese, whipped potatoes, green beans.
cherry crisp, jerk tofu, lentil and barley
stew. vegetable potato casserole. corn.
sliced carrots, broccoli. BBQ chicken.
seasoned fries. baked beans, cornbread
pork fried rice.

TONIGHT

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Saint Mary's Dining Hall
Today's Lunch: Assorted sushi bar.
soba noodle shiitaki mushroom salad,
shrimp scampi with linguine, quesadilla
bar, sub bar, broccoli and swiss pocket,
egg and cheddar croissant, garden
hummus, roasted turkey breast, sliced
ham, chewy blond brownies, mushroom
barley soup, egg drop soup, Italian
pasta salad, Greek salad.

Today's Lunch: Roasted corn and
black bean tamale. saffron rice pilaf.
herb pasta with light tomato cream
sauce, churros, pierogies, salmon filet.
parsley red potato, portobello mushroom pizza, cheese calzones, apple
spice cake, strawberry Jell-0 with
whipped topping.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

_.
C(

u

The Observer regards itsdf as a professional publication and strives for the highest standards of journalism at all times. We do, however, recognize that we
will make: mistakes. If we: have made a mistake,
please contact us at 631-4541 so we can
correct our error.
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Saint Mary's to enter first-ever
boat in Fisher Hall Regatta

SENATE SELECTIONS

boat a boxy appearance. and
one participant described it as
News Writer
a "huge floating coffin."
"We do have a nice streamThe Saint Mary's College boat line front, which will cut
in Saturday's Fisher Regatta through the water," senior
will be the first entry ever for Alisa Driscoll said in a hopeful
the College in the event, and tone. "But it is pretty, above
all."
after
their
The boat,
industrious
'"/ am definitely going to
with
the
efforts, the
be there ... I am so glad
French cross
builders and
emblem
on
that Saint Mary·s is
crew
just
the end, is a
hope it will
being included.··
composition of
stay afloat.
plywood and
After much
diSCUSSiOn ,
Rebecca Feauto
pink foam. It
the boat was
will
be "wornfreshman
christened Big
aned" by a
B1u e by the
crew of seven
rowers.
They
plan
to use borSaint Mary's team. Its 14-by-4by-3 foot dimensions give the rowed oars for the race.
By MEGAN O'NEIL

CLAIRE KELLEY/The Observer

Student body vice president Jeremy Lao, far left, addresses the
Student Senate Thursday. The Senate nominated Judicial
Council president Elliot Poindexter and Student Union Board
programmers. Members also discussed budgets for the
Financlal Management Board and Club Coordination Council.

-----·

Junior Amanda Garno spearheaded the effort to create the
Saint Mary's entry. Saint
Mary's dorms had been invited
to participate for the past several years, Garno explained.
but no one had ever initiated
the building process.
"I have watched the event the
last two years," said Garno,
"and I just thought it was really
cool. I talked to some friends in
Fisher, and they told me who to
contact."
To get the project started
Garno requested the financial
backing of BOG. She also contacted the Theater Department
set shop for help with the construction of the boat. An e-mail
was sent out to the entire Saint
Mary's student body. Shay
Dolly, who worked with Garno
to drum up interest, said the
response was enthusiastic.
"We probably had about 30 emails within an hour of sending
it out," she said of the initial
email. "Everyone responded
saying they had been thinking
for the past week about how
cool it could be if Saint Mary's
was in it."
Many Saint Mary's students
plan to attend the Regatta on
Saturday to cheer on Big Blue,
and to enjoy the spectacle.
"I am definitely going to be
there," said freshman Rebecca
Feauto. "I am so glad that Saint
Mary's is being included."
While the Saint Mary's team
eventually hopes to win the
race, which takes place on
Saint Mary's Lake, this year's
goal seems to be to have fun.
"I am totally excited," said
Driscoll, who will row Saturday.
"This is a great thing to participate in as a sort of last hurrah.
I think we will definitely have
fun. We have put a lot of effort
into it. We will get across the
lake, one way or another."
Contact Megan O'Neil at
Onei0907@saintmarys.edu
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A father and her daughter show their support for troops In Iraq
by brandishing an American flag at the rally sponsored by the
College Republicans.

Rally
continued from page 1

States in Iraq after fighting
ended.
Feder also criticized those
who claim that America
became involved in Iraq to
protect its oil interests in the

country, saying that such a
concept did not accurately
describe the situation in
Middle East and that America
was committed to building a
freer society in Iraq.
"The slogan 'No Blood for Oil'
is classic Marxism," he said.
Speaking after Feder, Brown
discussed America's involvement in World War II and
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likened the situation in the
Middle East to the situation in
Europe in the 1930s.
"We were told that international agreements could solve
our problems," said Brown.
"We were told to just be confident in the Treaty to
Versailles, to just be confident
in the League of Nations the
same way we were told before
this war."
Because others nations did
not act, aggression by fascist
countries was not stopped at
first, said Brown.
"The proof never came until
1936 when Hitler marched
into the Rhineland," he said.
"[Other countries] stood idly
by and the French did nothing.
The United States had to come
to the aid of Europe."
The United States had not let
this situation happen in the
Middle East, Brown said.
"I am proud of our president
because he didn't wait. He
moved now, said Brown.
"Only the most naive would
believe Saddam Hussein."
Brown also expressed support for U.S. troops fighting in
Iraq and said that freedom
would come at a cost.
"I am so proud of the young
men and women that are
fighting for this country and
this flag in Iraq," Brown said.
"We know that Saddam is a
man who won't give up power
easily and we still face long
days ahead."
However, other students
present at the rally were concerned about U.S. military
involvement in Iraq but still
wanted to express support for
American soldiers.
"I'm glad to see that it's
quickly nearing an end. I think

there were other alternatives
that could have been considered,"
said
Michael
Poffenberger. "We don't think
it's a paradox to be anti-war
and pro-American."
Members of the College
Republicans, who sponsored
the rally, said they organized
the event because they were
concerned about a lack of public support for American
troops in Iraq.
"You can be for peace but
it's the soldiers that make that
happen," said Brandi Gill,

president
of
College
Republicans. "We saw a bunch
of anti-war protests and we
didn't see any pro-war
[demonstrations]." she said.
Tom Rippinger, vice president of College Republicans,
said the club wanted to offer
students who support the war
a chance to express their
views. "We wanted to repr€sent a silent majority at Notre
Dame," he said.
Contact Teresa Fralish at
tfralish@nd.edu

Passion (Palm) Sunday
April13, 2003

We will celebrate with one

Campus-Wide Mass at 1:30PM
Church of Our Lady of Loretto
NO MASSES WILL BE CELEBRATED
IN THE RESIDENCE HALLS
Office of Campus Ministry

.Saint

M:s Colleg~

NOTRE DAME ·INDIANA

What mal<.€s Colin Fan€{ tiel<.?

KEOUGH IllSTI1U1E FOR IRISH STuDIES
Und€rcpaduat€ CoUis€s for Fall 2003
HISTORY
4213/IRST235,01 Irish American Experience (Dolan)
The Irish are one of the great success stories In American history. They have moved fmm the
shantytowns of urban America to the boardrooms of Wall Street, leaving a mark on politics, literature,
religion, and tht! labor movement. The flrst part of the course examines the history of modern Ireland.
After studying the famine of the 1840s the course will turn to emiQratlon and the great them!!s of Irish
American history - politics, literature, religion and labor.
4321/IRST32t5B:01 Irish History I (Smyth)
This course explores the main themes In Irish history from the plantation of Ulster, In the early
seventeenth century, to the rebellion of 1798. Attention focuses on phmtatlon, colonization and
religious conmct; the Cromwellian episode, the Wllllamlte war, the anti-Catholic penal laws and the
rise of the Protest•mt ascendancy.
4451/IRST381:01 Nineteenth-Century Ireland (Mac: Sulbhne)
Drawing on monographs and general studies, this course Invites students to consider how different
social groups experfencl!'!d the profound changes that transformt!d nineteenth-century Ireland.
Although the course traces political developments, It pays equal attention to socioeconomic and
cultural Issues, Including the shift from high fertility to sexual rf!stn•lnt; P"tterns or emigration,
consumption and social unrest; Improvements In education and literacy; linguistic change; changing
devotional practices and cultural 'revival' In the late 1800s.

ANTHROPOLOGY
5252/IRST228:01 Irish and American Tap Dance (McKenna)
This course teaches a range of fundamental American tap steps In addition to at least two nnl•h!!d tap
dane" plf!ces sf!t to CO music. Several hard show Irish tap dances will be taught and depending on the
ability of the students, several other completed dances are possible. Although the clt~ss Is Intended for
studf!nts who have never learned tap, both elementary and middle range students have found the
class suited to their needs
LITERATURE
4665/IRST302:01 Crime In the Nineteenth Century Novel (O'Brien)
Using the closely related VIctorian concepts of crime and progress as a frame for classroom debate
and analysis, this course focuses on social Issues such as poverty, women's suffrllge, colonization. and
the nascent Idea of human rights. Readings will Include works by Dickens, Wilde, Eliot, Davitt, Yeats,
and Conan Doyle. Course work will Include several brief essays and a rf!search paper.
5074/IRST305:01 Irish Poetry In Translation (McKibben)
This course examines poetry written In Jrlsh from the late nineteenth century. Students wtfl work on
close reading using English translations, with Irish texts given In racing text. No previous knowledge 'or
Irish Is rf!qulred. Requlr!!ments will Include re'>ponse papers, two short essays, and one longf!r .,s,.,y.
50SO/IRST309•01 The Hidden Zrefand (6 Buachalla)
This course examines aspects of the corpus of 18th century poetry In the Irish languagf! In the light of
Daniel Corkery's Hidden Ireland (1924), a classic analysis or the literature and society of Irish·
speaking Munster, l!!llnd subsequent reassessments of that Zllnalysl5. Selections from the corpus of
poetry will be taken from 6 Tuama and Kinsella, An Duanalre: poems of the dispossessed (1981).
6142/IRST371:01
Modern British and Irish Dr11n111 (Mcintosh)
This course e><amines th., violent fusion of politics and performance In Brltlsh and Irish drama of the
twentieth Cf!ntury, focusing on the ways that Ireland's struggl" for Home Rule shaped the Anglo-Irish
dramatic tradition. Students will read popular melodramas by Dion Bouclcault and J. w. Whltbread
and then study the Increasingly ambivalent responses of subsequent dramatists to the romanticization
of Ireland's social and political crises.

5463/IRST373A:01 Writing ilnd Politics In Northern Irelilnd (Burge~s)
This course explores the politics or culture, and the cultures of politics, In the North of Ireland during
the twentieth century. Using a multiplicity of genres -drama, nctlon, poetry, film, pnlntlnq and
documentary material .. It unravels the history behind partition, the causes or the Troubles. ttnd the
nature of the connlct. Certain key themes stretch through the Sl!!mester•s work. An•ong the!Oc arP.:
S«!ctarlanlsm; the relationship between violence and culture; borders; Identity; ls~ues or social ilnd
political justice.

5460/IRST382:01 Twentieth-Century Irish Literature (Wallace)
This cour.;e explores the cultural and political factors which have shaped Ireland'~ cxtritordlnary
literary achievement, paying particular attention to dec:olonlzatlon and the Northern Trouhle'>. Wro. will
read m21jor works by Shaw, Yll!ats, Joyce, Bowen, Friel, Heaney lind Dean~. In conjunction with our
readings, we will vlf!w John Huston·s The Dead and Nell Jordan's The Crying Game.
5293/IRST429:01 Postcolonial Literature• A Conoparatlve Introduction (Wilson)
This course lnvestlgatt!s the development of literatures from the rormcr colonies or various r.mplrcs,
but principally the British and French. Authors may Include Chlnua Ach.,be, MarlamR Ba, Buehl
Emf!cheta, Anita Desai, Bessie Head, George Lamming, Salman Rushdle, Wale Suylnka, Vlkram
Chandra,. Derek Walcott, and Thlch Nhat Hanh, among ~th~rs. Theorists lncludf:! r:rantz ranon. Edwt:trd
Said. Gayatrl Spivak, Ngugl wa Thlong'o.
6017/IRST4~J,:01 Leaving the l!mplre: Irish Writing, 1900-1930 (Deane)
This course concentrates on the crltlque or the British Empire and of Emplr" as suc:h as It I~ manlfest<><1
In the work of some of the best-known Irish writers or the period. The nctlon of JoycP. (Including
Ulysses), a selection of poems from the dlffer.,nt phases of Yeats's career, plays and Prefilces (e5says)
by Shaw and nc:tlon and drama by Beckett will constitute the core ""'dings.

5355/IRST471D:01 Modern trlsh Dranoa (Harris)
This course concerns both the drama producf!d by the playwrights of the Irish liter<uy r,.nalssanc" Yeats, Synge, Gregory, and O'Casey - and the political struggl" for Irish lndf!pendence that was
taking plac@ at the same tim~. Students read the texts of the plays i11ongslde the r<!'vlews :hey
generated and the df!bates that were taking place at the time In the nationalist pr~5s. Particular
attention Is paid to the relationship between national and sexual politics, and how representation~ of
gender - and audience responses to them - s.hapll!d it.
5358/IRST475:01 Anglo-Irish Gothic (Walton)
This course Is lin att«!mpt to Interpret the USf!"i of the unci'lnny and thP. sunernatur~l In Anglo-Irish
fiction of the nlnetf!.,nth century. Readings woll Include ghost stories as well as Gothic and 'Riq Hous,.·
fiction (some of It In English dlsguls.,). Burke's treatise on the Sublime will serve as prologue. James
Joyce will haunt the premises.
LANGUAGI!
4089/:IRST101 Beginning Irish I (McQuillan)
4269/IRST101 Beginning Irish I (McKibben)
4704/IRST101 Beginning Irish I (6 Conchubhair)
4310/IRST102 Beginning Irish :II (6 Conchubhalr)
4092/IRST103 Intermediate Irish (McQuillan)
Irish Language Is offered at three levels. Beginning Irish 1 is an introduction to n1odPrn spoken and
writte-n lrish, Including the basic principles of grammar and sentence structure, as well .::ts core
vocabulary. Emphasis is placed on the application or th.,se prlnclpleo; In evl"!ry··rtay sltu-'ltlons.
Beginning Irish II places mor., emphasis on reading simple te><ts and Intermediate Irish Includes
rf!adlng literary works.

.
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IRAQ

US, Kurds take Kirkuk as looters hit Baghdad
Associated Press

Opposition forces crumbled
in northern Iraq on Thursday
as U.S. and Kurdish troops
seized oil-rich Kirkuk without
a fight and held a second city
within their grasp. U.S. commanders said signs pointed to
a last stand by Iraqis in
Saddam Hussein's birthplace
of Tikrit.
Despite the gains, one
Marine was killed and 22
injured in a seven-hour battle
in the Iraqi capital. Four more
were wounded in a suicide
bombing. "Baghdad's still an
ugly place," said Maj. Gen.
Gene Renuart.
Widespread looting persisted
24 hours after the city celebrated the regime's fall.
Striking anew at the regime
leadership, coalition warplanes dropped six satelliteguided bombs on a building
where Saddam's half brother,
Barzan Ibrahim Hasan alTikriti, a close adviser, was
believed to be.
AI- Tikriti once headed the
Iraqi intelligence service. and
the building in Ar Ramadi, 60
miles west of Baghdad, had
served as an intelligence service operations site, said
Marine Maj. Brad Bartelt, a
spokesman for the U.S. Central
Command in the Persian Gulf.

It was not known immediately
whether al-Tikriti was hit.
Increasingly, the U.S. military focus was away from the
capital. Kurdish troops set off
celebrations in Kirkuk when
they moved in, and there were
hopes that Iraqis would surrender in Mosul, another
northern city, on Friday.
Nearly 100 miles to the
north of Baghdad, U.S. commanders said Tikrit was the
likely site of a last stand by
Iraqi forces - if there is to be
one. Iraqi defenders were
believed to have moved there
from other parts of the country. U.S. commandos were in
the region, and warplanes
were attacking.
U.S.-led
fighters
and
bombers also hit Iraqi positions near the border with
Syria, where special forces
were trying to prevent regime
loyalists from slipping out of
Iraq and to keep foreign fighters from entering.
There were signs of difficulties ahead in efforts at building a new society.
Two Islamic clerics were
hacked to death by a mob in
Najaf at one of Shiite Islam's
holiest shrines, witnesses said.
One of the clerics killed,
Haider al-Kadar, was a widely
hated loyalist of Saddam, part
of the Iraqi leader's Ministry of
Religion. The other was Abdul

Getty Images

Kurdish children Inspect an armored vehicle during celebrations Thursday In Klrkuk, northern
Iraq. Kurdish guerrillas and U.S. special operations soldiers took the city amid little resistance
as civilians cheered and looted government buildings.
An American plane beamed
Majid al-Khoei, a high-ranking serve as a model for reconciliShiite cleric and son of one of ation in post-Saddam Iraq. taped addresses by President
the religion's most prominent The U.S. military had flown in Bush and British Prime
spiritual leaders, who was per- journalists aboard two heli- Minister Tony Blair to the
secuted by Saddam. They were copters to witness it, although Iraqi people. "Your nation will
killed at a meeting meant to they arrived after the violence. soon be free," Bush said.

NORTHERN IRELAND

Britain, Ireland sit on peace process as IRA denies fault
Associated Press

BELFAST
Dashing expectations of a breakthrough, Britain and Ireland withheld
their new Northern Ireland peace plans
Thursday after failing to get long-sought
commitments from the Irish Republican
Army, government aides said.
Sinn Fein party leader Gerry Adams, a
reputed IRA chief, insisted the outlawed
group was not responsible for the deadlock.
Thursday, the fifth anniversary of the
U.S.-brokered Good Friday accord, was

the two governments' target date for
announcing the new plans.
The impasse, typical of the suspicion
and recrimination that have dogged
peacemaking efforts in this British territory for a decade, raised doubts about a
planned May 29 election for the moribund Northern Ireland legislature.
Britain already postponed the vote
once.
Adams, whose party is linked with the
IRA, demanded that Britain and Ireland
"leave the IRA out" of current arguments and immediately publish the full
text of their plans, which have been in
the works since October and widely

leaked.
They include guarantees of freedom
for IRA fugitives, British military cutbacks, justice reforms and other moves
designed to entice the IRA into resuming disarmament and abandoning all
hostile activities. If the IRA made those
commitments, Britain would seek to
revive Northern Ireland's mothballed
Catholic-Protestant administration, the
central achievement of the 1998 deal.
But the environment for a deal evaporated in morning telephone negotiations
involving Adams and the British and
Irish prime ministers, Tony Blair and
Bertie Ahern.

Blair and Ahern were about to fly to
Hillsborough Castle near Belfast to
unveil the document. Earlier this week
at the castle, they joined President Bush
in appealing for the IRA to fade away
and Sinn Fein to accept the legitimacy
of Northern Ireland's police.
The prime ministers canceled
Thursday's event because the proposed
text of an IRA statement - discussed
Wednesday during face-to-face meetings in Belfast between Adams and
Blair's chief of staff, Jonathan Powellwas politically inadequate, a British
government official said on condition of
anonymity.

WORLD NEWS BRIEFS

NATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS

INDIANA NEWS BRIEFS

Ivory Coast rebels allege gov't attacks

Cops bust 33 for stealing WfC relief

One hurt in Richmond plane crash

Ivory Coast's rebels accused government forces
Thursday of attacking their positions and trying to
scuttle a peace process meant to end six-months of
civil war.
Government officials said they knew of no attacks.
A rebel leader, Deli Gaspard, said government
troops attacked Wednesday at Zouan-Hounien,
about 25 miles south of Danane, near the Liberian
border.

Police have arrested 33 people, including shelter residents and government employees, for
allegedly stealing almost $135,000 from charities
helping victims of the World Trade Center attacks.
Manhattan District Attorney Robert Morgenthau
said Thursday that the latest arrests bring to 245
the number of people his office has charged with
defrauding charities and government agencies
helping victims of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.

A California man was injured Thursday when his
small plane crashed in a cornfield just east of the
Richmond Municipal Airport.
Douglas C. Johnson, 51, of Los Angeles, suffered
head, facial and internal injuries and was taken to
Reid Memorial Hospital, where he was listed in fair
condition Thursday night.

Young PM takes reins of Estonian gov't

Nightclub owners appeal massive fine

A 36-year-old former auditor took over as
Estonia's prime minister Thursday, becoming
Europe's youngest leader in a nation where youth
has been a political hallmark since the former
Soviet republic regained independence.
Juhan Parts says his age will be a major asset,
helping him bring more prosperity to the Baltic Sea
nation of 1.4 million residents.

The owners of a nightclub where 99 people died
in a fire filed an appeal Thursday of a huge fine
for their failure to carry workers' compensation
insurance.
Attorneys for brothers Jeffrey and Michael
Derderian said the Department of Labor and
Training singled them out for excessive punishment by issuing the $1.06 million fine.

SWAT cops kill suspect during drug raid
A man shot by a SWAT team member died
Thursday, hours after officers said he charged at
them with a knife during a drug raid.
Lyle Blair, 28, was shot in the chest when he came
at the officers as they entered his home late
Wednesday on Muncie's south side, said Terry
Winters, the city's deputy police chief.
Blair died about 14 hours later at Ball Memorial
Hospital. Police said Blair ran inside the house
when he saw SWAT members approaching.
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Crash
continued from page 1

not begin until early Thursday
morning because administrators
expected that technicians from
Hewlett-Packard. the manufacturer of the server. would be able
to ftx the problem.
"We kept being informed that
the problem was fixed. There
was no reason to start the
restoration process until we were
ftnally assured that the server
was not going to be able to be
flxed," Latimer said.
The mainframe contains four
core systems: the student and
faculty information system.
including admissions. grades,
registration, financial aid and
student accounts; the University's
financial system, including
accounts payable and the budget;
the human resources and payroll
system. including payroll and
benefits administration: and the
development information system.
including alumni relations and
fundraising data. It also contains
other systems, including student
housing, student health services,
security dispatch and laundry.
None of this information was
available during the outage.
The outage occurred one hour
before the beginning of Web reg-

Service
continued from page 1

Sophomore Erin Cox, who participated in Christmas in April last
year and will again be involved
this year. said she believes the
event offers students an important chance to help those who are
at a disadvantage.
"It makes a difference," she
said. "(Last year] we cleaned [a
house] top to bottom and repainted it."
Monahan noted that many
groups in the Notre Dame and
South Bend communities work
together to make Christmas in
April possible.
"Notre Dame Food Services
provides lunch for all the volunteers," said Monahan. "It wouldn't
happen without them."
Additionally, the City of South
Bend provides fmancial support,
and Holy Cross College, Bethel
College students and South Bend
residents will also help with housing projects Saturday.

istration for the fall 2003 semester. prompting the registrar's
office
to
re-schedule
Wednesday's registration periods
to today and Thursday's periods
to Saturday.
Staff from the Registrar's office
will be available at 631-7043 to
assist students who do not have
access to a computer during
their re-scheduled registration
period.
Registrar Harold Pace said he
has not previously encountered
such a large-scale problem with
registration. While there are two
back-ups to Web registration.
both depend on the mainframe
server that crashed.
"It is a very odd situation that
has not occurred in the past.
where a whole machine is out of
working order. When that
occurs, there is not a back-up
system for the University to do
business," said Pace.
Ass is tan t director of Notre
Dame Security/Police Phil
Johnson said the server is used
to store a record of cases and did
not affect security.
The back-up server will be
used for the rest of the semester.
and OIT will transfer all data
back onto the original server
once it is fixed.
Contact Scott Brodfuehrer
at sbrodfue@nd.edu

Before students head to work
Saturday, skilled workers, such as
electricians and plumbers, helped
to improve homes for the residents of the Northeast
Neighborhood, said Monahan.
All of the materials that students will use Saturday are also
donated by various organizations.
Students are not charged a fee to
participate in the event.
Because this year's project will
serve fewer houses than in previous years, the number of students
is lower than in previous years
when participants numbered over
2,000, largely because of budgetary issues.
"We actually limited sign-ups
this year," said Monahan. "The
funding for Christmas in April
was just low."
Rebuilding Together Now, a
national organization that organizes similar nationwide neighborhood service projects, has
taken place in the Northeast
Neighborhood for over a decade.
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Age, conditions cause server crash
By SCOTT BRODFUEHRER
News Writer

The mainframe server that
crashed on Wednesday after
over 12 years of use likely
crashed due to old age and
exposure to higher than normal
temperatures and amounts of
dust.
Bob Schaffner, director of
operations and engineering for
the Office of Information
Technology. said engineers
from Hewlett-Packard, the
manufacturer of the machine,
told him that although they
were not completely certain
why the server crashed, it was
probably due to age and the
server being run in less-thanoptimal conditions.
Deputy chief information officer and chief technologist
Dewitt Latimer said the age of
this server is not out of range
with those at other universities,
especially considering that a
number of the parts of the server - including the central processing unit - have been
upgraded since it was installed.
"For the size of the institution,
we don't really stand out from
the rest of the schools in terms
of the age of the mainframe. A
lot of schools are undertaking
upgrades right now. We are not
behind the pack," said Latimer.
However. Schaffner, who
worked in industry prior to
coming to Notre Dame. said
corporations generally replace
mainframe servers every three
to five years, compared to this
server that has been use for 12
to 15 years.
The server runs in the data
center, which is a large computer room, of the Information
Technology building. The data
center was built in the 1960s
and has not been significantly

improved since that time, even
though a large number of new
machines have been added to
the room.
"It was really designed for 30
to 40 years ago. We have added
a lot of additional hardware,
but the room has never been
upgraded for this hardware.
The temperature would be
higher than one would normally
like for a data center," said
Schaffner.
Additionally. until this winter,
the data center also contained
Notre Dame Print Services,
meaning there were large
copiers and printers in the
room. Schaffner said having
copiers in a room with a mainframe server is not the best
practice because of the large
amount of dust they create.
An upgrade to the data center
is scheduled to take place this
summer and will improve its
heating, ventilation and air condition systems. Additionally, the
fire suppression system will be
converted from a water-based
system to a foam-based system
and the electrical wiring will be
upgraded.
Schaffner said the reason for
the server crash was a failure of
the main system backplane,
which is the backboard of the
system. A problem with one of
the slots of backplane caused it
to short-circuit any cards
placed into it, although this was
not originally known to the
technicians attempting to trouble-shoot the problem. In the
course of identifying the problem, technicians placed a number of cards into the malfunctioning slot, which may have
short-circuited. Technicians
have now replaced the backplane of the machine and are
trying to determine if there are
problems with any of the other
cards.

The back-up server was purchased at the same time as the
original server, with the intent
to be used in a catastrophic situation like this one. It is stored
in a computer room in Malloy
Hall, which is relatively new
and has better environmental
conditions than the OIT data
center. However, once the original server is fixed, it will be
used again because it is connected to generators in the IT
building which can run for an
unlimited amount of time during a power outage. The server
in Malloy Hall only has a few
hours of backup power.
Prior to the au tage, the
University had already begun a
project to replace the mainframe server. Called Renovare,
the project is expected to last
three years and will replace the
mainframe server with a number of different servers.
The impetus to replace the
server came in October 2001
when HP announced it would
end support for the mainframe,
which is an HP 3000, in
January 2007. Following this
date, technicians like those who
have been on-site at Notre
Dame since the server crashed
Wednesday, will no longer
repair the system. meaning it
must be replaced.
"Without a compelling reason
[to replace the server], the
University would not do so .... It
is not a simple task to swap out
administratb·c
systems,"
Lattimer said.
Schaffner said it would have
been preferential to start
Renovare earlier.
"Any project of this nature is
long. Starting it sooner would
have
been
beneficial,"
Schaffner said.
Contact Scott Brodfuehrer at
sbrodfue@nd.edu
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BRIEF

Tape shows Scrushy feared prison
Ousted HealthSouth CEO Richard Scrushy
and a top aide discussed the company's
unraveling finances and fear of going to jail
the day before the government accused the
company of massive accounting fraud,
according to a secret recording played in
court Thursday.
William T. Owens, HealthSouth's then-chief
financial officer, told Scrushy his wife feared
Owens could go to prison for falsifying corporate records, according to the recording. It
was made by Owens, who was fired March 27
and is cooperating with investigators. Scrushy
acknowledged Owens' fears on the recording.
FBI agent Greg Gauger testified that the 4
1/2-hour digital recording was made by
Owens on March 18, the day before the government filed suit accusing the company and
Scrushy of a $2.5 billion accounting fraud.

Import slide shrinks trade deficit
The U.S. trade deficit narrowed in February
to $40.3 billion as prewar jitters crimped
Americans' demand for foreign-made goods,
especially computers, machinery, toys and
jewelry. Exports·edged higher.
The Commerce Department reported
Thursday that the trade gap tightened by 2.2
percent in February from January's deficit of
$41.2 billion.
The narrowing of the trade deficit came
even as the average price of imported crude
oil jumped to $30.46 a barrel in February, a
20-year high.

WorldCom to change name to MCI
WorldCom Inc., which has struggled to
escape the taint of an $11 billion accounting
fraud, will take the name of its MCI unit next
week, a source close to the company said
Thursday.
The bankrupt telecommunications company
is assuming the name of its consumer long
distance unit because it believes the brand
retains market cache, the source said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
It also wasn't financially feasible to launch
an unknown brand, the source said.

LONDON
Concorde, the chic needle-nosed jet that has
flown stars and tycoons
across the Atlantic at
supersonic speeds and
stratospheric cost for a
quarter century, will be
retired this year, its British
and French operators said
Thursday.
British Airways and Air
France, the only two airlines to operate Concorde,
said they will take the
glamorous but hugely
expensive jets out of service by the end of October
because of falling passenger demand and rising
maintenance costs.
Air France, which has
five Concordes, said its last
scheduled flight would be
on May 31, and the program would shut down at
the end of October.
"Never has such a beautiful object been designed
and built by man," said Air
France President JeanCyril Spinetta at a news
conference. "This aircraft
is not going to stop because
it continues to live on in
the human imagination."
The retirement of the
service "will be permanent
as of October this year,"
British Airways spokeswoman Sara John said.
The carrier, which has
seven of the white, deltawing jets, didn't give a date
for its last scheduled flight,
but said it would be toward
the end of October.
"It's a sad day in many
ways," British Airways'
chief executive, Rod
Eddington, told British
Broadcasting Corp. radio.
"Concorde changed the
nature of commercial aviation. It revolutionized the
way people traveled
around the world."
But Eddington said passengers were no longer
willing to pay the $9,300
regular fare for a round
trip across the Atlantic in
supersonic time.

Getty Images

A British Airways Concorde supersonic jet takes off from London's Heathrow
Airport In this file photo. British Airways and Air France announced they will retire
the glamorous jets later this year.

"If you're laying people Air France said in a state- tourists, were killed along
with the nine crew memoff and telling people in ment.
The Concorde flies faster bers and four people on
your business to tighten
your belt, senior executives than any other commercial the ground.
An investigation concludthen find it inconsistent to aircraft, racing between
go to the airport and get on Europe and New York in ed that the Concorde
Concorde rather than sub- under four hours. Its crashed after a tire was
fastest punctured by a stray metal
sonic airN e w strip on the runway, procraft," he
York- pelling pieces of rubber
said.
..Never has such a
London into the fuel tank and ignitH
e
beautiful
object
been
crossing a fire.
a d d e d
Air France and British
ing was
that the
designed and built by
Airways grounded their
comair carrier
man.
pleted fleets and revamped the
would not
in just 2 planes to address safety
sell
its
Jean-Cyril Splnetta
hours, concerns. The luxury airConcordes
52 min- craft was returned to serto a comAir France president
u t e s vice in November 2001.
mercial
Since then, there have
and 59
operator.
been
several
small
"Concorde had terrific seconds.
both
with
Eddington said the deci- mishaps,
beginnings. We're deterConcordes
owned
by
sion
to
retire
Concorde
mined that she finishes on
a high note, and Concorde after 27 years of commer- British Airways and Air
will then end up in muse- cial service was not con- France.
Concorde was a spectacums," he said in a confer- nected to possible safety
fears arising from a crash ular wrong turn for
ence call.
Air France blamed the outside Paris that killed Europe's aviation industry,
which went for speed while
retirement on falling 113 people in 2000.
"We have complete safe- allowing Boeing and other
demand, linked to the global downturn in the aviation ty at Concorde, complete American manufacturers
industry, and rising main- confidence in its ability to to dominate the lucrative
market for the big subsonic
tenance costs for the aging fly safely," he said.
jets
which made air travel
On July 25, 2000, an Air
fleet.
"This decision is motivat- France jet, spewing flames, a mass phenomenon.
Concorde's development
ed by deteriorating eco- crashed into a hotel outstarted
in 1962 when the
nomic results ... observed side Paris minutes after
over the past months and takeoff from Charles de British Aircraft Corp. and
which accelerated since Gaulle airport. All 100 pas- Sud Aviation of France
the beginning of the year," sengers, mostly German agreed to cooperate.

.

Global bankers pledge Iraq funds
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Leaders of the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank
pledged on Thursday to help provide
billions of dollars to rebuild Iraq. But
first, they plan to send fact-finding
missions to uncover the mysteries of
an economy that has been shrouded
in secrecy for more than two decades.
A day after U.S.-led forces swept
through Baghdad, the Bush administration moved quickly to demonstrate
that the Iraqi people s~and to gain
substantial economic benefits from
the toppling of Saddam Hussein's
government.

Treasury Secretary John Snow said
he would use the spring meetings of
the 184-nation IMF, which specializes
in helping crisis countries, and the
World Bank, the largest source of
development loans, to begin gathering the resources needed to rebuild
Iraq.
Preliminary estimates of the cost of
that effort have ranged from $20 billion per year for the first several
years to as much as $600 billion over
a decade.
Snow and Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan will lead
discussions on Friday among the
finance officials from the world's
seven richest industrial countries -

the United States, Japan, Germany,
France, Britain, Italy and Canada.
In addition to lining up initial commitments from the lMF and World
Bank. Snow said he would seek support among the G-7 countries for forgiving a part of Iraq's massive foreign
debt, estimated to be as high as $200
billion.
However, the G-7 discussions could
prove contentious given that two of
the nations - France and Germany
- actively opposed the U.S.-led war
effort. They have also insisted that
the United Nations take the lead in
the reconstruction effort. an
approach that is opposed by the
United States.
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Research
continued from page 1
$3,500 are made available to the
students during the summer.
"They are just ways for students to support themselves in
terms of room and board so they
do not have to get a job and can
focus solely on research," said
Cindy Bergeman, ISLA director.
Roche explained the initiative:
"Notre Dame has had a tradition
of teaching and research, we are
trying to bring these two areas
into dialogue with one another
so the undergraduates are not
neglected when we do research.
The undergraduates are in contact with great researchers
which would inspire creativity
within themselves."
This comes at a time when the
University has just announced
budget cuts and reduced funding
for the individual colleges. To
overcome this problem, the
Office of the Dean raised money
through private donations.
The research conducted by the
students is not centered around
any particular major.
"It is not a specific program
like Summer of Shakespeare,"
Roche said: Y.Jt is more broad
and based on what interests the
students have; we just want to
provide the means for intellectual creativity and freedom."
In spite of that, he said the
"majority of the projects seemed
to fall under the social sciences."
This has not stopped the competitiveness of the grants
"We had almost 40 to 50
undergraduates apply and we

accepted four or five of the projects. The response has been
satisfactory," said Bergeman.
The grant is not restricted to
research at the University alone.
The student can also use the
grant to gain access to material
at other institutions.
"If a student wishes to travel
to Washington to look at historical texts or attend a conference,
[it can be arranged] as long as it
is fruitful to his research," said
Bergeman.
The project was inspired by an
attempt to increase the percentage of Notre Dame undergraduate students who went on to
pursue a Ph.D. In the 1980s,
that figure stood at 4.11 percent.
With the UROP program in
place, the University is hoping to
change that.
Besides the summer stipends,
the University also offers grants
of up to $1,500 for individual
research opportunities, as well
as grants in conjunction with the
Kellogg and Nanovic Institutes
to study lesser taught languages~
"With these resources at
hand," Roche said, "We hope
that they [the students] will
achieve greater intellectual ability and formal skills useful to
them in whatever career path
they choose and they will experience the joy of participating in
the creation of knowledge."
Roche hopes that continued
integration between teaching
and research will help Notre
Dame rise to a top-twelve ranking as an undergraduate university.
Contact Himanshu Kothari at
hkothai@nd.edu
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Junior wins Indiana service award
one student from the 31
member institutions of the
News Writer
Indiana branch of the
Campus Compact consortium.
"The criteria for the Award
Notre Dame junior Mary
Murphy has received the include extraordinary com2003 Richard J. Wood mitment to community serStudent
Community vice over the student's whole
Commitment Award from tenure at the university,
demonstrated advocacy to
Indiana Campus Compact.
The University President service and leadership qualiFather Edward Malloy nomi- ties," said Annie Cahill, director
of
n a t e d
Murphy,
Community
"The criteria for the
Partners
and
he
[Richard J. Student
w
a
s
and Service
Learning at
assisted in
Community Commitment]
the
Center
the nomiAward include
nation
for Social
extraordinary commitment Concerns.
process by
the Center
Murphy
to community service over
for Social
was
selected
the student's whole tenure
Concerns.
due to her
at the university,
Murphy
extensive
will
be
demonstrated advocacy to
contribuhonored
tions to serservice and leadership
in a lunvice
on
qualities...
c h e o n
campus,
taking
especially
p l a c e
her recent
Annie Cahill
today at
work with
CSC Service Learning director
Ball State
t
h
e
University
Teamwork
in Muncie, Indiana.
for Tomorrow program of
Campus Compact is an which she is currently coassociation of colleges that president.
seeks to cultivate in their stu"She [Murphy] has taken a
dents a commitment to life- great program and strengthlong community service, as ened it even more and made
well as to expand and it more responsive to the
strengthen the role universi- needs of the community," said
ties play in their communi- Cahill.
ties.
After being nominated for
The Wood Award honors the award, Murphy was
By NICOlA BUNICK

required to submit a statement to the selection committee describing the influences
in her life that encouraged
her to participate in service,
the activities she is involved
with, and how her involvement in those activities contributes to the community and
is helping her develop a lifelong commitment to service.
The selection committee
consisting of seven individuals from colleges and universities, community agencies,
and the past Wood award
winner, then selects several
finalists for interviews. This
year there were eleven nominations and the committee
selected four finalists.
The Wood Award was
established in 1997 in honor
of Dr. Richard J. Wood, who
was the president of Earlham
College, and served as the
founding chairperson of the
Indiana Campus Compact and
the Presidents Board from
1992 to 1996.
Since its conception seven
years ago, two other Notre
Dame students, Angela
Anderson in 1999, and Paul
Graham in 2002, have also
received the award. As last
year's recipient, Graham, a
current senior participated in
this year's selection process.
Murphy was unavailable for
comment.
Contact Nicola Bunick at
nbunick@nd.edu

Concert of Indian Classical Music
"ESSENCE OF JUGALBANDI"
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Lawsuit may endanger Findit

BLOOD WORK

called up by typing "Findit" in server itself," said Cooke.
Experienced in the fields of
the address bar of an Internet
browser, indexes computers intellectual property and business litigation.
within the
attorney
network,
William
"In the same sense that
thereby
McGrath of the
allowing
Napster was facilitating
Chicago law
users
to
copying by others, it is not firm
By MIKE CHAMBLISS
Davis,
search for
News Writer
Mannix
and
really that far different."
specific
McGrath warns
artists and
that the issue
Hurting from a sharp decline song titles.
William McGrath
may not be
in compact disc sales over the
By funcattorney
quite so cut and
past few years, the music indus- tioning as a
dry.
try is taking swipe at yet anoth- search"In light of the Napster decier system of free electronic file engine, Findit makes it easier
for students to find desired sion, this type of activity is
sharing.
The
Record
Industry files. but it does not grant risky, although it hasn't been
Association of America, which access to any files that were specifically decided by the court
as to whether or not it is a viokeeps a gimlet eye on Internet- previously inaccessible.
related technology, has filed
In fact, students must give lation of copyright and fair use
suit against four students who permission to Cooke before laws," said McGrath.
During the 2000 Napster
their comput~anage filesharing proers can be case, the court ruled that
grams at three
'its far as rm concerned, indexed. Napster users had violated fair
According to use laws and that Napster had
universities.
the server isn't doing
the
Findit incurred contributory liability
The
suits
anything
illegal.
Illegal
site, there are by enabling users to break
will
seek
currently 100 these laws.
injunctions
content is not on the
Napster was subsequently
computers
that
would
server
itself"
sharing
a forced to shutdown, and the
force
the
schools to distotal
of case set a precedent for the
126,275 files future of Internet copyright law.
mantle the file
Allan Cooke
If the users of local area netswapping
on
Findit. The
junior
vast majority work file-swapping programs
apparatus
of these files are violating fair use laws, then
within their
it is up for question whether
own computer networks.
contain copyrighted music.
Although the record industry local college networks and
Like students at Rensselaer
servers like
Polytechnic Institute, Michigan is suing
Findit are
Technological Institute and students
"In light of the Napster
contributoPrinceton University, those with who run
rily liable by
access to Notre Dame's local p r o - decision, this type of activity is
enabling
area network have some free grams
risky. although it hasn •t been
and aiding
music, movie and miscellaneous similar to
specifically
decided
by
the
users
in acts
Findit,
files available at the click of a
of copyright
Cooke
mouse.
court as to whether it is a
infringeJunior Allan Cooke is respon- does not
violation of copyright and fair
ment.
sible for bringing a program believe
use
laws.··
"In
the
called Findit to the Notre Dame that he is
same sense
particinetwork.
that Napster
The software, which can be pating in
William McGrath
was facilicopyright
I
attorney
tating copyinfringeing by othment by
ers, it is not
operating
the OIT -approved indexing ser- really that far different," said
McGrath.
vice.
"As far as I'm concerned, the
Contact Mike Chambliss at
server isn't doing anything illemchambli@nd.edu
gal. Illegal content is not on the

• File-sharing
lawsuit could
affect popular ND
Web site

CLAIRE KELLEY!The Observer

Student Kat Donovan gets blood drawn for the Howard Hall
bone marrow drive Thursday that registered approximately
1,000 students In the national registry.

University Web Administration

Summer Positions
Come join our team
and work on the University Web Site!
There are two Web Page Programmer positions
available. Requirement: Fluent in HTML and JavaScript.
Familiar with Coldfusion and Dreamweaver/Firework or
PhotoShop a plus.
Hours: M-F 8-5 20-40 hours a week
will work around student's class schedule
Submit application at https://greentree.hr.nd.edulasewebextemal/

.

presents

DarK S'de t>f the Rah1ht>w
and

~] BargaillvJ?a~QJ<s
Location: DeBartolo Hall
Date: April 1Oth, 11th, and 12th

Admission: $3
Time:
Thursday 1 OPM;
Friday and Saturday:
8 and 10:30 PM

The Browsing Bookstore at 5505 Grape Road
57 4, 271 , 12 73

Hundreds of new Oxford and University Press
Titles at 50-90% off Publisher's List price

delivered fresh every month.
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St-ate legislators encounter new financial problems
• Forecast
projects states will
have $1 00 million
less to spend
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS
State lawmakers will have
about $100 million less to spend
on government services and
programs over the next two
years than they planned on.
according to an updated revenue
forecast
released
Thursday.
A revenue forecast committee
also expects the state to end the
current two-year budget cycle
in June with $50 million less in
reserves. That and other factors
would leave a budget deficit of
about $800 million.
One budget official called it a
"fairly pessimistic forecast," and
it was a dose of more bad news
to lawmakers trying to write a
new two-year state budget. But
it was not the drastic hit some,
including Gov. Frank O'Bannon.
had feared.

"It was not as bad as a lot of
us thought it might be."
O'Bannon said. "I think maybe
the good news is it appears
maybe here in Indiana the
economy is bottoming out, and
hopefully we will see some slow
growth in this fiscal year and
the next two."
Legislative leaders said it
should not force major cutbacks
in competing state budget plans
passed by Democrats who lead
the House and Republicans who
control the Senate. Lawmakers
hope to reach a compromise
that can pass both chambers by
April24.
Although $150 million is only
a small percentage of the
approximately $22.5 billion
lawmakers expect to spend over
the next two years, it is a significant amount given the state's
fmances.
Budget bills passed by House
Democrats
and
Senate
Republicans would each tap
more than $500 million from
teacher-pension savings and
other dedicated accounts to pay
for themselves and help ensure
sctJ.ools get minimal funding

to pay for property tax relief,
and revenue from the increase
in cigarette taxes is coming in
below projections.
Overall tax collections have
continued to suffer from the
sluggish economy.
Without factoring in the tax
increases, state tax revenue is
expected to grow by 3.1 percent
in the fiscal year that begins
July 1 and by 4.5 percent in fiscal year 2005, according to the
updated forecast.
Although lawmakers have
until April 29 to adjourn the
regular session, they hope to
reach a budget compromise and

increases.
The plans also would virtually
freeze spending on Medicaid
and prisons at current levels,
even though O'Bannon has
called that unrealistic.
He has said at least $263 million is needed to pay for cost
increases in Medicaid, the state
and federal health care program for the poor and disabled.
And he wants $26 million in
new dollars to open and staff
1,576 new beds at two state
prisons to meet increases in
adult male felons.
State Medicaid officials delivered a bit of good news to lawmakers Thursday when they
reduced by $44 million the state
money they say is needed to
adequately fund
Medicaid over the next two
years. They also expect to spend
about $20 million less than was
appropriated for the program
this fiscal year.
The state still faces a budget
crunch despite increases in
sales and cigarette taxes that
legislators approved in June.
Revenue from the increase in
sales taxes is primarily set aside

wrap up other business by April
24.
House Speaker Patrick Bauer
said the drop in projected revenue from a previous forecast in
December should not change
that goal.
"I think things are possible to
come out in a positive fashion
and that we may be able to
achieve the only thing we can
achieve. which is a maintenance
budget, and get out of here in a
timely fashion," Bauer said.
Sen. Robert Meeks of
LaGrange, a top budget negotiator for Senate Republicans,
agreed.

Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Akhmatova,
Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky, Prokofiev,
Chagall, Pavlov, Baryshnikov...
N.A.S.A. Payload Specialist,
U.S. Arms Control Liaison,
World Bank Investment Adviser...

WHAT DO THEY
GOP passes budget through House HAVE IN COMMON?
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
A budget endorsing $550 billion in tax cuts through 2013
passed narrowly in the House
early Friday but faces an uncertain fate in the Senate, where
moderate Republican Olympia
Snowe of Maine appears to hold

the decisive vote.
Divided mostly along party
lines, the House voted 216-211
for the $2.27 trillion budget,
which sets guidelines for spending and tax bills passed this
year. GOP leaders had reworked
it to make sure a $550 billion
tax cut would be protected from
a Senate filibuster.
The House voted without

assurances
that
Senate
Republican leaders can overcome concerns among their
moderate members about burgeoning deficits, projected in the
budget to peak at $385 billion
next year and then decline gradually and disappear in 2012.
The budget also raises the
nation's legal debt limit nearly
$1 trillion.

RUSSIAN
RUSSIAN 101, FALL 2003
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Judge rules Pakistani can't be executed
+ Prosecutors
can't seek death
penalty in 1986
hijacking case
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Federal prosecutors cannot
seek the death penalty against
a Pakistani man charged in a
1986 airplane hijacking that
resulted in the deaths of 22
people,
including
two
Americans, a federal judge
ruled Thursday.
Judge Emmett Sullivan said
the government could not
apply the 1994 Federal Death
Penalty Act retroactively to
cover crimes committed eight
years before the law was
enacted.
Last year, prosecutors
charged Zaid Hassan Abd Latif
Safarini with 95 offenses including murder, conspiracy
and air piracy - stemming
from the hijacking of Pan
American World Airways flight
73 in Karachi, Pakistan. In
December, the government
~~ft~-~~.;:~ ~;_c

said it would seek the death
penalty under the air piracy
act, which has carried a death
penalty since it was enacted in
1974.
But Sullivan ruled that the
death penalty provisions of the
air piracy act were repealed
when Congress revised federal
death penalty law in 1994 to
clarify what factors a jury can
consider in imposing a death
sentence. He rejected prosecutors' arguments that the two
laws could be considered
together, giving Safarini the
benefit of the most lenient factors under both laws to cure
any problems.
"In light of the strong presumption against the retroactive application of statutes, and
in the absence of clear
Congressional intent to the
contrary, the court cannot find
that the Federal Death Penalty
Act of 1994 applies to homicides ... committed prior to its
enactment," Sullivan's opinion
said.
Robert Tucker, an assistant
federal public defender serving
as Safarini's lawyer, said he
was pleased with the decision,

"''Sf!~

.
. .....

~-

~

but otherwise declined comment.
Channing
Phillips,
a
spokesman for the U.S.
Attorney's
office
in
Washington, said prosecutors
were reviewing the decision
and had not decided whether
to appeal.
During the hijacking, authorities say four men disguised as
security guards took control of
the aircraft as it was boarding
passengers. The flight crew
managed to escape, leaving the
379 passengers in the hands of
the kidnappers.
Over the next 16 hours, the
hijackers
executed
an
American citizen, Raj esh
Kumar, in an attempt to
enforce their demand that the
flight crew return. After the
plane's auxiliary power unit
stopped working, the hijackers
opened fire on the passengers
and threw hand grenades at
them, killing another 21,
including a second American,
Surendra Patel, officials said.
Safarini and four co-defendants were prosecuted for the
hijacking by Pakistani authorities in 1987.
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White House reaches
smallpox compromise
demands it."
Response has been lackluster to the federal vaccination
WASHINGTON program, established to preLawmakers and the White pare for the possibility of a
House reached agreement bioterror attack with smallThursday on payments for pox. That's partly because the
people injured by the small- vaccine carries rare but seripox vaccine, said Sen. Edward ous risks, including the possiKennedy, removing one barri- bility of severe rashes, blinder to the stalled inoculation
ness and lifeprogram.
threatening
"The comproinfections.
"They [the
mise that we
As many as
American people]
have reached
40 out of every
tonight provides
deserve nothing
million people
the
nation's
vaccinated
for
less, and our
health
care
the first time
nation's security
workers with an
will face a lifeeffective compendemands it. ..
threatening
sation program
injury, and one
that will give
or two will die.
Edward Kennedy
them confidence
Three people
Senator
they need to parhave died this
ticipate in the
year
after
smallpox vaccireceiving the
nation program," said a state- vaccine, but it's unclear that
ment from Kennedy, D-Mass. their heart attacks were
"They deserve nothing less, caused by the vaccine.
and our nation's security
Officials hope that establishing payments for those injured
~ . .
by the vaccine will encourage
.
.
more people to be vaccinated.
Initially, federal officials
hoped to vaccinate nearly
450,000 health care workers
and another 10 million emergency responders, but after
more than two months, fewer
than 32,000 people have gotten the inoculation.
Because of its risks, the vaccine is not recommended for
the general public.
The agreement reached
Thursday provides more
money for people killed, seriously injured and modestly
injured by the vaccine,
according to Kennedy aides
who outlined its provisions.
Under the deal. families of
people who are killed by the
vaccine and die with no
dependents would get a lump
sum payment of $262,100, an
amount based on an existing
compensation program for
police and firefighters.
The estates of those who are
killed with dependents could
choose the lump sum payment
or up to $50,000 per year to
make up for the deceased's
lost wages. Those payments
would continue until the victim's youngest child reached
age 18.
Those who are totally and
permanently disabled would
get up to $50,000 per year for
lost wages for the rest of their
lives, with no cap.
Those who are permanently
but not totally disabled, and
those with a temporary disability, would get lost wages
up to a maximum of
$262,100.
Under the Bush plan, people
were only paid lost wages
after five days of missed work.
Under the new agreement,
someone who was out of work
for at least 10 days would get
lost pay for every day.
Associated Press
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When an old car dies, you call a rental car company to plans were made to replace the aging server because it
get a short-term replacement. But when an aged server was working correctly and there was no impetus for
crashes, it isn't as easy as calling Avis, as the University change.
After learning in October 2001 that the server's manucommunity found out Wednesday when the mainframe
server crashed, crippling administrative and student sys- facturer would stop supporting it in the end of 2006, OIT
has nearly completed the planning stages of a three-year
tems.
The mainframe server had been running for over 12 project called Renovare to replace the mainframe server.
This summer, it will also perform a separate
years, a period in which a corporation
The
upgrade to the ventilation systems in the commight have bought two new servers. The
oserver
puter
room where the server is stored. Both of
server is also stored in a room built in the
these projects are entirely necessary and
1960s and it has not been greatly improved
~on
should have been undertaken years earlier.
since then - meaning the server was subl!
Waiting to act until recently, combined with
jected to higher than optimal temperatures
the complexity of the Renovare project, means
and amounts of dust. While catastrophic
failures like the one Wednesday cannot be anticipated, that the University will continue to depend on a decade-old
problems are more likely to occur with older equipment server until the beginning of 2006.
Present OIT administrators should be commended on
stored is less-than-optimal conditions.
Maintaining critical servers such as this one should be their efforts this week to get a back-up server running with
the top priority for the Office of Information Technologies. only twn days of downtime. But administrators will need to
When this one crashed, it forced the registrar to delay make extensive efforts during the next three years to overclass registration, prevented the University from writing come past errors - both designing a replacement system
checks to pay bills and blocked access to Human Resources and ensuring that the current system continues to function
information. But until about a year and a half ago, no without more major crashes.
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Viewpoint
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Graphics
Chris Naidus

Reconsidering the news from Baghdad
I was interested to read Joe Lindsley's cheery Inside Column in
religious and political factions did not tear the country apart, that
Thursday's Observer. In it he assures us that "the images of many we won't soon be glimpsing a very nasty civil war between
Muslims, Kurds, Turks and exiled factions hoping to get in on the
Iraqi people exulting in the streets" provides convincing evidence
that we truly have freed a long suffering nation from oppression.
spoils?
He insists that these images, along with some words from someWould it demonstrate that in the end, President Bush's disrcbody within the political party of French President Jacque Chirac,
gard of the United Nations and world opinion in general won't
lead us into catastrophe in the long run? Would joy in
prove that all is well and that we have been in the right and
that President Bush is a true hero.
~----~
Baghdad show that we are not, after all, in it for
I have several reservations about Undsley's
the oil? The only reason that a big shot from
argument.
Vice President Richard Cheney's old comFirst, anyone who has been listening
pany isn't going to be involved in
to the news yesterday morning"reconstruction" is that the media
caught on and shamed the admineven Fox News, perhaps chided
by an overwhelming response
istration out of involving him.
from any number of American
Thirdly, I'd like to ask
Iindsley the following: Aside
and non-American journalists
to Lindsley's images - now
from some buried tanks of
knows that the triumphant
what very well might turn
pictures of Sad dam statues
out to simply be insect
going down represented
spray, where are those
only a very, very small and
ominous "weapons of mass
quite inaccurate sense of
destruction" that Bush has
what it really is now like in
for so long promised to find
Baghdad.
during the "liberation" of
Many are still in resisIraq?
tance. Many still are very,
Since Bush is such an bonvery fearful of a Britishorable and honest man, I'm
American presence in the Arab
sure that they are present, but
I very much hope and pray that
world. After all, if history is at all
relevant there's not much eviBush, as Lindsley tells us, docs
dence to suggest that the West
turn out to be a man of great vision
means well when it intervenes in the
and a real hero. I really do hope and
pray, not only for our sake but for the sake
Arab world. Many, with good reason, are
of the world, that my cynicism is misplaced. I
fearful that now that Saddam is gone, the various internal political and religious factions in Iraq
must admit I have my doubts given his track record
will now proceed to devastate each other the way their counso far: his blatant disregard for the poor and oppressed in this
terparts are now in that other country we just freed. Remember
country, his disregard of the now liberated Afghanistan people,
his recklessness with regard to multilateralism and world opinion,
Afghanistan, where our chosen "man of the people" now controls
his expenditure of $48 billion to turn up some insecticide in Iraq
about four blocks of Kabul, and anarchy reins everywhere else?
To say that joy is the dominant emotion right now in Baghdad is
while North Korea happily builds its nukes. Unfortunately, nothclearly wrong, even if our cable stations presented things that
ing Lindsley says in his column provides, in my opinion, any eviway yesterday.
dence in that direction.
Secondly, even if joy had been the dominant emotion in Iraq
yesterday what would that prove? Would it prove that we will
AI Neiman
actually move towards a "government of the people" in Iraq?
professional specialisr
Once again, does it rule out the very real possibility that Saddam,
Department of Philosophy
as bad as he was, has been the only reason that the many internal
AprillO

NDTODAY/OBSERVER POLL QUESTION
Sports
Matt Lozar
Joe Lindsley
Justin Schuver
Scene
Sarah Vabulas
Lab Tech
Stephanie
Grammens

Do you think that women
are sufficiently represented
in the University's
administration and faculty?
*Poll appears courtesy of NDToday.com
and is based on 231 responses.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Never believe that a few caring people can't
change the world. For, indeed, that's all who
ever have.··
Margaret Mead
anthropologist
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Middle East communities ignorant
Everyone's blabbering about the war and
their ability to pump a liquid out of the
why it's wrong. Frankly, I couldn't be less
ground, the entirety of all Middle Eastern
interested in a bunch of whiny college kids
countries contribute nothing to the world as
on cloud nine crying about peace. More so,
a whole. By nothing I mean that, minus oil,
if I lived in a city where protesters were
the 500 million Arabs in the world export
standing in the street,
less than Finland. What a waste and a
there would be protestshame.
John
Litle
ers lying in the street
What's a world to do? Bush thinks we
with tread marks
should try to operate a war in a way that
across their peace banwill make the Middle East happy. That's
Frankly
ners - benefits of not
total folly. After all, the only thing that will
hugging trees and
Obnoxious
make the Arab world happy right now would
weeping over every
be for the United States to conquer and
tormented soul. But
destroy Israel. You know, I can't figure out
enough of this hideously boring topic, I want why some Arabs hate the Jews so much.
to talk about ignorance.
Jerusalem is never, ever mentioned in the
Arabs are ignorant. Plain and simple. Oh
Koran. Never. You can't just invent some
Lord, I'm in trouble now. Let's be clear
sort of religious significance for a city and
here, I'm not being a racist; by Arab, I'm
then try to exterminate a people and their
referring to those who live in the Middle
religion because of it. Well, not unless
East, substituting Pakistan for Israel. I'm
you're in the Middle East, then you can and
regionist, not racist. As a society the Middle
most of liberal Europe will support you out
East has made no progress since the Middle
of fear and impotence. Plus, I think we
Ages, and it's all Israel's fault. True, Israel
established a little over 50 years ago that
wasn't really a state back then, but
they don't like Jews either.
that doesn't matter, just go to
<1If!:~I,IIJmat>. There is hope, however. to be
f:::::::::::::::;;,p..found in Middle Eastern
the Middle East and ask
someone. they'll tell you.
ignorance and lack of
l?t:::::::::::::::::tt)... development. Ignorance
"Palestine" has never,
ever existed as a state
is both curable and
either, but the entire
typically not the
highly intelligent
direct fault of those
Arab community
who are ignorant.
It's hard to attain
finds it convenient
to pretend that
a true, modern
their land was
world education
"stolen" so that
when, in the past
Palestinian ter1,000 years,
rorists deserve a
fewer books
state of their
have been transown. Similarly,
lated into Arabic
I'm sure it's conthan are translated to Spanish
venient to blame
in Spain alone, in
Israel for 1,200
one year. We can
years of stagnation. The entire
do something to
combat this infecworld breathes a
tious problem.
collective sigh of
For all you
relief that I'm not in
peaceniks out there,
charge in Israel.
Imagine what would
time to realize that
II:~ll\\\l\l:l'll,!ll·lll\\;'!ll:j,\ll\l:\l\:l!l\111;¥ifit's
you want lasting peace
happen if every person in
for the people in the
the United States viewed
Middle East, you have to get
every issue, whether it was
in, get rid of their dictators, get
the stock market, what to buy at
them into modern schooling, start
the grocery store, religion, history,
foreign policy, interior decoration and metgetting some sort of separation between
their fanatical self-defeating religion and
ropolitan development through the lens of
their intellectual growth and start making
our current row with France, in the same
them productive human beings- in ways
way the Arab world is blinded with their
that simply aren't allowed by current Middle
problems with Israel. I know that seems
Eastern governments.
ridiculous, but think about it.
Until such point as the Middle East
"Let's name the new outer belt 'I Hate
becomes a functioning member of human
Chirac Way."' Just like the Palestinians
name their plazas "Saddam Square."
civilization and stops being the disease-rid"Great idea, and I'm going to let a genociden harlot in the dark alley of the world we
dal maniac murder 100,000 of my good
visit for a fill-up of our glorious crude,
friends in England and pretend it didn't hap- Middle Eastern regimes, fringe groups and
pen because, hey, it wasn't France."
public opinion are going to remain ignorant,
hateful, oppressed, dangerous and yes, a
Oh, you think I'm being absurd do you?
threat to our national security.
The entire Middle Eastern community lives
and breathes Israelis and Palestinians. It is
John Litle is a heartless MIS major with 47
constant, never-ending and is simply taking
percent of his email quota free. He had a littheir minds off the fact that they are held
erate Arab screen his paper for offensiveback in the Stone Age by two things - their
fanatical, oppressive leadership and the
ness. He realizes that while you don't know
more than him. more than likely. you think
fan a tical, oppressive, ignorant interpretation of their religion by those who would use you do. He'll entertain your opinions at jlitle@nd. edu.
religion as a weapon and a method of conThe views expressed in this column are
trol. Between these two, everything's a
Jihad. Why? To take the Middle East's mind
those of the author and not necessarily
off the humiliation that, if you take away
those of The Observer.

Want to

ite for Viewpoint next year?

Contact Kristin at kye

@nd.edu
to find out how to apply!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Don't make a racist
out of a friend
Being Asian is in the attitude.
It's easy for Asians to blame things on race. Race could be the
motivating factor in not being accepted into a group of white
kids. On the other hand, it could be on account of social class or
personality. Intent is hard to tell. The only people who we, as
Asians, can control are ourselves.
I am Asian-American. I've played the Race Victim Game myself.
It made me feel bad and even ugly. In this game, I was always
the loser. So, I adopted a new attitude. I give people the benefit
of the doubt and chalked up their rudeness, not to racism, but to
Northern Yankee-ness. Northerners are mean.
In addition, I found that some white people are unintentionally
uncomfortable with minorities. On a bus in Phoenix, a man sitting next to me tried to start a conversation by saying, "So, the
Chinese have had fireworks for a few centuries." I was annoyed,
but in retrospect, he wasn't trying to be stupid. He was trying to
make a human connection. This is a distinction that too many
have failed to make. There's no need to make a racist out of a
friend, and there's no need to force friends from those who might
be racists.
In my time at Notre Dame, I've felt isolated because of race
once. This occurred during a "diversity workshop" in the law
school. The workshop leader declared that minorities have no
more power in comparison to the majority than Guam has to the
United States. Upon my objection, he said that there were no
Asian justices on the Supreme Court. I corrected him. There are
no Asian justices yet. See, it's in the attitude.
And while there may be no Asian justices, there are Asian
Charlie's Angels. So, have hope. In America, the racists will
become less and less. We will prevail.

Daniel Rar
law student

April 10

Invest in kids to
build a better world
Young people are the world's greatest asset. Spending a week in
Washington, D.C. with some of the nation's most humble and
hardworking students, it is even more clear to me that focusing on
children's welfare and rights must continue to have the priority of
this country.
When the world faces catastrophic dilemmas and crises, the
most basic of hopes comes in the next generation of leaders and
humanitarians. This country, and all others, must continue to
devote resources and energy in providing the proper education,
employment opportunities and health care that children need to
succeed. Programs that seek to ensure these rights to all children.
from the U.S. government to the United Nations to the Horatio
Alger Association, are in need of fmancial and legal support.
Most importantly, there must be affirmative action taken on the
part of citizens and politicians to ensure that the underprivileged,
the distadvantaged and the forgotten children are not left behind.
But coupled with these economic resources, children of all stations
in life also need to receive affrrming validation and guidance that
they deserve.
Children need stable and devoted mentors in their lives in whom
they can put their trust and faith. They need to learn how to be
compassionate people and to overcome prejudices and fight
inequalities.
Mentorship, however, comes not only in service oriented programs and projects but also basic, every day consideration and
interest in a child's life. Validating a child's humanity by exchanging culture and wisdom in fact has very little to do with "servicing"
someone, but rather embracing that child and his or her story.
Honest and humble devotion by mentors will teach children how
to value the life of each person and celebrate diversity - a movement which can easily shape the face of humanity. Greater public
emphasis from classrooms to politics to the media must be put on
the important civic and ethical duty of supporting children in all
ways. Protecting children's welfare ensures a fundamental human
right but is also a crucial investment in a brighter world.
Ken Seifert
sen tor

Carroll Hall
AprilS
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17th Annual R{
The Green Wave gets ready fc
By CHRISTIE BOLSEN
Assistant Scene Editor
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As the snow starts falling only once
a week, and random sunshine that
actually resembles spring-like weather
forces students to "study" out on the
quad, it's finally that time of year for
one dorm to prove that there's a lot
more to it than a huge, green letter
"F" hanging from the front of its building.
It's time for the Fisher Regatta.
For the residents of Fisher, now the
reigning Hall of the Year, the annual
Regatta is more than just a test of
nautical dexterity, as handcrafted vessels attempt to rough the waters of
Saint Mary's Lake. It's their pride and
joy signature event, and the grand
finale of a week of Fishermen events.
The Regatta has been an annual tradition since 1987, when it was started
to improve dorm spirit because Fisher
did not have a signature event. The
dorm's rooming layout consisted of
singles rather than the doubles it has
now, which separated residents and
affected dorm unity.
"Apparently they didn't have an
event to bring the dorm together, so
someone got the idea to have everyone
build boats and race them on the lake.
It started small, but about the last ten
have been really big," sophomore
Russell Morton said.
Morton and Joe Caruso are the sophomore journeymen for the Regatta;
freshmen involved with the Regatta
apply to be freshmen apprentices and
are picked by upperclassmen.
Sophomore year they become journeymen because they have had experience in the many aspects of planning
that go into the Regatta.
Morton and Caruso agree that it's

the best week of the year for the dorm.
"When you come here, that's the
first thing they tell you about when
you're a freshman, 'Just wait till
Regatta week.' And that's what everyone looks forward to for the whole
year," Caruso said.
Wyatt Maxwell, a junior and one of
the co-chairs of this year's Regatta,
says that the aim for this year is to
make it the biggest one yet. As luck
would have it, the Sprite Company will
be helping to add to the usual excitement surrounding the races by sending young filmmakers in a Volkswagen
Beetle to campus.
"Sprite apparently is sponsoring
three guys to drive around the country. They graduated from college last
year and will be filming a movie about
college life in the United States. And
supposedly on Saturday it's their Notre
Dame day," Maxwell said.
The filmmakers will be on campus
during an event that brings together
not only all the dorms, but also anumber of non-dorm entries this year, such
as Saint Mary's, mechanical engineers,
Navy and an art and design boat. At
least three thousand students attended
last year's festivities, so those behind
the scenes expect a great crowd to
show for the filming.
What does the Regatta reveal about
life at Notre Dame that would be
screenworthy? While many popular
signature events attract great crowds,
the Regatta promotes dorm unity not
just for Fisher, who is organizing the
event, but also for all other dorms and
groups that thrive on interhall competition.
Some dorms come together by training seriously, while others focus on the
aesthetic aspects of building their
boats - like the entry from last year
made from empty kegs of beer - and

SOFIA BALLON!The Observer

Jordan Carrell shows off his new haircut featuring the letter "F" In honor of his
dorm, Fisher. This was part of the head shaving event during spirit week.

The men of Fisher Hall gather around Alejandro Ferrero, left, and Colin Morin, as thel
competitions for both heavy-weights and light-weights took place as all residents of Fl

not on the actual flotation or rowing
part. Either way, everyone can show
up to enjoy a day of free food and
dorm spirit.
The Vermin of Carroll are expected
frontrunners for sailing success, with
their history of winning the coveted
Cup, and have acquired a reputation
as being the boat to beat in the men's
bracket. Their team captain, sophomore Andrew Nakamoto, did consent
to reveal Carroll's elaborate strategy
to the press.
"(As] team captain, I was trying to
use proper canoeing technique
because our boat most closely resembles a canoe, but after talking with
other people that I am going to row
with, we are just going to use strength
and power to win. Just paddle as hard
as we can as long as we can,"
Nakamoto said.
As for the dorm's winning ways,
Nakamoto would like to see Carroll
continue to prevail.
"We were lucky that a person that
graduated already took the time when
he lived in Carroll to design and build
a great boat that has won the Regatta
since 2000. We as a dorm hope to continue this tradition as long as we can,"
Nakamoto said.
However, being such a high-profile
watercraft attracts stiff competition
from its opposition, and this year the
hosts of the Regatta are serious about
seafaring. Sophomore Chris Tilton is

building a new boat for the Green
Wave, in hopes of giving Carroll more
competition.
"Well, Carroll has won the Regatta
without much competition the last few
years. Our dorm decided that since it
is our signature event, we should at

Freshman Martin Vonau's eyes grow big whl
competition In the Section Wars, and seeing I

I
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Jr the finest Fisher Regatta yet

SOFIA BALLON!The Observer

'I battle It out during the arm wrestling contest on Section Wars Night. Arm wrestling

lsher celebrated Regatta week with male-bonding activities.

least have a better boat this year.
Normally, we have just thrown together a boat a week before the race. This
year, we started much earlier so we
could plan out and build a better
boat," Tilton said.
The engineers behind Fisher's new

SOFIA BALLON!The Observer

lie competing In the light-weight pie eating
how much he has left on the table.

boat decided on a canoe-like design
that will hold four rowers. They built
it out of wood.
"Also, we tried to build it with a high
degree of quality so it will last for
many years. Although the design may
not be the fastest entry, the boat
should consistently be near the top
from year to year," Tilton said.
"We want to beat Carroll," Maxwell
said. "It's time for them to go down."
The men of Fisher will have unity on
their side after a week of events
known as Fred and Sally Week. Sally
Fisher dedicated the residence hall to
her husband Fred, and the couple now
has a week of male bonding named for
them.
"Last year we had a conscious effort
to try to put more events to the week,
but this year is the first time we're
actually doing a really good event each
day," junior Nick Williams, co-chair of
Fred and Sally Week, said.
The week included Traditions Night,
with a dorm dinner in the pressbox of
the stadium where Notre Dame baseball head coach Paul Mainieri spoke.
The night ended with a dorm mass in
the Log Cabin Chapel.
Section Wars Night pitted sections
against each other in a quest to be
named Section of the Year, with competitions such as pie eating- with no
hands - and arm wrestling in lightweight and heavyweight divisions. The
Roommate Game, similar to the

Williams emphasizes how important
Newlywed Game, was another contest
where roommates' knowledge of each Fred and Sally week is to contributing
other was put to the test.
to Fisher unity and dorm spirit. He
The results of the Section Wars were and the others in charge of Fred and
added to the results of running com- Sally Week are proud of the fact that
petitions like the section football tour- they can get over 100 guys a night
nament and the penny war for Lent, together for the entire week.
which helped determine the section of
"We really go all out in Fisher, and
the year.
we have a lot of leadership that pushThose who were determined to live es us toward making sure everyone's
in a winning section could also earn having a good time. It's incredible; I'm
more points by allowing fellow resi- very excited about it," Williams said.
As for the Regatta itself, it's a
dents, armed with hair clippers, cut
their hair. This explains the sudden chance for the entire campus to join in
influx of mullets and mohawks around the fun.
Fisher as of late, hopefully sported by
"I really think that our signature
guys who have already secured their event is the most unique, and just the
dates for the dance.
best dorm event on campus ... the
Fred and Sally Week continued with Fisher guys will have been partying
a slide show presentation of photo- that whole week, having a good time
graphs taken by fourteen teams of and really creating some dorm spirit,"
three Fishermen each that participat- Williams said.
"And then Saturday there's literally
ed in a scavenger hunt-like photo contest around campus. The Red Mock thousands of people out on the lake,
Awards were also presented, with hanging out and watching all these
such honors bestowed as Hairiest or boats. I can't think of anything greater
Smelliest guy in Fisher. There is also than that, everyone's making their
the Room Dog Award for that kid homemade boats and trying to reprewho's always hanging out in people's sent for their dorm. It just fosters
rooms but isn't quite invited, among some good competition, and I can't
think of anything better."
other dubious distinctions.
You gotta Regatta.
A new event this year was the
Spring Bling, held out in front of
Fisher with their sister dorm, Howard.
The Fisher Regatta begins at 1 p.m.
Besides bands playing on the quad, a on Saturday. April 12 on Saint Mary's
pig roast and some outdoor contests Lake.
for anyone who wanted to come, there
was also the appearance of the Jolly
Piggott, a former Regatta boat. Contact Christie Boisen at
Maxwell recounts the history of the cbolsen@nd.edu
galleon, which is just for
show these days.
"My freshman year we
built the Jolly Piggott,
which is our pirate ship.
And it floated - it's kind of
like the Spruce Goose of
Notre Dame. It was on the
lake for about five minutes.
It doesn't float anymore.
The idea of it was to
anchor in the middle of the
lake and shoot water balloons ... it never happened," Maxwell said.
There was also an election for a Duck and her
Seaman of the boat, after
everyone voted for one of
the four couples running.
Each couple was from
Howard and Fisher, and
consisted of people who
were either dating, friends
or in one case, even
engaged.
Today Fisher has a late
afternoon dorm dinner in
the dining hall, followed by
tonight's Fisher Wildlife
Preserve (in lieu of its former title, the Zoo). The
Wildlife Preserve Formerly
Known as the Zoo promises
to still be just as much of a
legendary
dorm-wide
party. Early Saturday afternoon the actual Regatta
SOFIA BALLON/The Observer
begins, and Saturday night
Jay Schoenherr, Mike Bufallna and Fisher Hall
is Fisher's last dance of the
year with Pangborn.
president, Ryan Bul, cheer on Martin Vonau.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Ainsworth's gem leads Giants to best start in team history
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO
Kurt Ainsworth's rookie season is off to an encouraging
start. In fact, it's almost as
impressive as the San
Francisco Giants' record.
Ainsworth pitched shutout
ball into the ninth inning as the
Giants matched the best start
in franchise history with their
ninth win in 10 games, 2-1 over
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
The right-hander gave up six
hits, retiring 17 of 18 batters at
one point with an array of ofTspeed pitches and precise control.
Marquis Grissom hurt his former team with his first homer
for the Giants, who are 9-1 for
the first time since moving
West. The New York Giants
also started 9-1 in 1938, eventually winning 12 of 13.
Hideo Nomo (1-2) allowed
eight hits over seven solid
innings, but fell to 8-1 in San
Francisco since beginning his
major league career at
Candlestick Park on May 2,
1995. He also was denied his
1OOth career victory.
Barry Bonds went 2-for-4
with a fifth-inning double off
the wall in right field.
Royals 4, Tigers 2

The Kansas City Royals and
Detroit Tigers are both finding
it hard to believe what has happened to them in the first 10
days of the season.
The Royals extended their
winning streak to seven games
to start the season, getting a
homer and three RBis from
Raul Ibanez in a 4-2 victory
over the winless Tigers on
Thursday.
Miguel Asencio (1-0) allowed
one unearned run in five
innings for the Royals, who
remained the only undefeated
team in baseball and extended
their team record for the best
start to a season.
The Tigers (0-8) matched the
1962-63 New York Mets as the
only teams to lose their first

eight games in back-to-hack
seasons. A loss Friday against
the White Sox would make
Detroit the only team with consecutive 0-9 starts. The Tigers
went 0-11 last year.
Asencio allowed six hits and
three walks, and was able to
escape several jams.
D.J. Carrasco pitched three
shutout innings in relief of
Asencio, striking out six
straight batters in one stretch,
and Mike MacDougal got three
outs for his fifth save in five
chances. He allowed one
unearned run on his own error
covering first base.
Mike Maroth (0-3) remained
winless despite his second
quality start of the season. He
gave up two runs, five hits and
one walk in seven innings.
Angels 3, Mariners 0

Jarrod Washburn is still looking for his first major league
shutout. What he did find,
though, is the form that carried
him to 18 wins last season.
Washburn threw eight sharp
innings, Brad Fullmer hit a
two-run homer and Troy
Percival got his first save of the
season as the Anaheim Angels
beat the Seattle Mariners.
Washburn (1-1) held Seattle
to five hits by maintaining a
low pitch count each inning
and keeping the Mariners out
of scoring position almost all
night.
The left-bander walked one
and struck out one. Percival
worked a hitless ninth for
Anaheim's first save of the season.
Ryan Franklin (1-1) went six
innings before giving way to
Shigetoshi Hasegawa to start
the seventh - the first inning
the Angels failed to put a runner on base.
Red Sox 8, Blue Jays 7

The Boston Red Sox are
happy to be heading home with
a winning record.
Johnny Damon homered
twice and Trot Nixon drove in
four runs as Boston held off

Toronto to snap the Blue Jays'
five-game winning streak.
The Red Sox. who finished 64 on their season-opening 10game road trip, play Baltimore
in their home opener at
Fenway Park on Friday.
The Red Sox led 8-4 entering
the bottom of the ninth, but
Carlos Delgado's two-run
homer off Mike Timlin cut it to
8-7.
With most other relievers in
the Boston bullpen struggling,
Timlin (1-0) went the final 2 23 innings for the win.
Manny Ramirez was 0-for-5,
ending his career-high hitting
streak at 22 games.
Halladay struck out 10 in
seven innings, becoming the
first Toronto pitcher to strike
out 10 or more since he fanned
11 on Sept. 19, 2001, against
the Baltimore Orioles. The
right-hander gave up four runs
- three earned -. and seven
hits, walking one.
Boston starter John Burkett
allowed four runs - three
earned - and five hits in 6 1-3
innings. He walked five.
Braves 6, Phlllles 2

After watching Greg Maddux
get hammered once again, fillin starter Trey Hodges knew he
had to deliver.
Hodges pitched into the fifth
inning and Andruw Jones and
Robert Fick both homered as
the Braves bounced back from
a lopsided defeat with a win
over the Philadelphia Phillies.
After Maddux gave up 10
runs in a 16-2 loss Wednesday,
the Braves got a well-balanced
effort, with six players knocking in runs and six pitchers
holding the Phillies to just four
hits.
Hodges, making his first
career start, was pulled after 4
2-3 innings and was unable to
get a decision. He gave up one
run, two hits and two walks as
a fill-in starter.
Darren Holmes (1-0) got the
win in relief, giving up one
walk in one inning.
Phillies starter Joe Roa (0-2)

WANTED

New Schwinn w/lock $100. Call
Mark @ 4-2061

Study Abroad with CEA. England,
Italy, Spain, France, Australia.
Request a Free Catalog
www.GoWithCEA.com

JUDAY LAKE HOME ON LAKE.
WALK TO NO. GILLIS REALTY
272-6306

3-6 BDRM HOMES.
$195.PPIM0.272-6306
Leaving town? We II buy your car.
574-243-0000. Dealmaker Auto
Sales 52081 933
No. So. Bend, IN
Babysitter, May-Aug., 3 kids ages
2, 6, 8. 10-12 hrs./wk, 2 morn., 1
eve.
$7/hr. Robyn@ 271-3646.

Oakhill Condo. Bdrm down/loft up.
2 baths. Asking $88,500. Mike @
330-393-1584.
nd senior selling 1br apt tum. like
new. prices negotiable. call243·
0064.
98 HONDA CIVIC EX COUPE 20;
LOADED; 5 SPEED MANUAL;
58000 MILES; $8250;
574-631-6295

Two bedroom cottage in good student area. $350 per month. Dave
243·5353

FoR RENT

FOR SALE

Walk to School. 2-6 Bedroom
homes 1/2 mile from campus.
mmmrentals@aol.com
272-1525
www. mmmrentals.com

Ranch home, 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, tireplace, full bsmt, 2 car att garage,
fenced yard, 1 mile from NO.
288-2001

1 bdrm apt. summer sublease at
Turtle Creek. Fully furnished, price
negotiable
dboudon@ nd edu

gave up four runs and eight
hits in five innings.
Astros 4, Reds 2

Jeriome Robertson pitched
seven strong innings for his
first career victory and Craig
Biggio set the NL record with
his 31st leadoff home run as
the Houston Astros beat the
Cincinnati Reds.
Robertson (1-1) allowed just
two hits while striking out eight
and walking three. He retired
the last 11 batters he faced.
Octavio Dotel struck out the
side in order in the eighth

inning and Billy Wagner finished for his third save.
Biggio led off the game with a
homer off Danny Graves (0-2).
It was his 31st career leadoff
homer, breaking the NL mark
set by Bobby Bonds. Rickey
Henderson holds the major
league record with 80 leadoff
home runs.
Jeff Kent added an RBI double and Richard Hidalgo hit an
RBI single in the inning to
make it 3-0.
Sean Casey's RBI single drove
in Aaron Boone in the fourth
inning for Cincinnati's first run.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 8 a.m. to 3 f.m. at the Notre Dame office,
be prepaid.
The charge is 3 cents per character per day, including all spaces. The Observer reserves the right to edit
all classifieds for content without issuing refunds.

CLASSIFIEDS
Oak Hill Condo. 574-243-2621

Los Angeles pitcher Hldeo Nomo winds up In the Dodgers 2-1
loss to the San Francisco Giants Thursday night.

024 South Dining Hall. Deadline for next-day classitl.eds is 3 p.m. AI classifieds must

Very nice 3 bdrm home. Avail. June
1st for summer or fall. East Race
dist.near Corbys Pub & St. Joe
Church. Incl. alarm
syst,washer/dryer. Can email picts.
Call Joe Crimmins @ 2730002(h)or 514-0643(cell)or
JCrimmins@mylandGrant.com.
$650/m negotiable.
HOUSE AVAILABLE turn. 4b2ba,
walk to campus. jo5225@aol.com
DOMUS PROPERTIES-HAS 3
HOUSES LEFT FOR 2003-2004
SCHOOL YEAR· WELL MAINTAINED HOUSES NEAR CAMPUS- STUDENT NEIGHBORHOODS· SECURITY SYSTEMS·
MAINTENANCE STAFF
ON CALL· WAHSERS/DRYERS
CALL TODAY- HOUSES GOING
FAST!II-CONTACT KRAMER (574)
315-2436- ALSO LEASING FOR
2004-2005
VISIT OUR WEBSITE @
WWW.DOMUSKRAMER.COM
2 BDRM House, A/C, close to campus. 269·699-5841
Student Rental House 3-4 or 5 person 2 story. 8 blocks from campus.
New everything. Wired tor computers etc. Avail.
Summer or Fall, 235-3655

LIVE IN A GREAT NOT QUESTIONABLE AREA JUST NORTH
OF NO 2773097
WRIGLEYVILLE Large, bright, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, cable ready.
Great security, woodwork, crown
moulding. bookcases, oak hutch,
hardwood floors. New kitchen
dishwasher, pantry, central heat
ale, celing fans, mini blinds, balcony, deck, laundry in building, off
street parking included. Quiet NO
prof owner-occupied.
$1475.
Call 773-348-5832 or 312·543-3572
or pgm3740@hotmail.com.
Spring Semester 2004 only! 4
Bedroom, 2 Bath .. GOOD Student
Area. Dave.
243-5353
MICHIGAN, LAKEFRONT HOME
ON MAGICIAN LAKE AVAILABLE
FOR WEEKLY RENTAL. THREE
BEDROOMS ONE AND A 1/2
BATHS, DECK, SCREENED IN
PORCH. NO PETS. SPECIAL
RATES FOR JUNE. BOAT
RENTAL AVAILABLE.
630-964-6620
269-424-3246
Summer sublease • 2 bedroom
Turtle Creek townhouse.
Call (217)417-4223.

PERSONAL
Unplanned pregnancy? Don t go it
alone. If you or someone you love
needs confidential support or assistance, please call Sr. Mary Louise
Gude, esc, at 1-7819.
For more information, see our bi·
weekly ad in The Observer.
ADOPTION ALTERNATIVE. Are
you pregnant and dont know what
to do? Loving, openhearted, financially stable woman
would like to consider adopting a
baby. Free counseling, living
expenses and medical expenses.
This can be a good thing for you
and your baby. Discreet and legal.
Call904-824-7006.
Mexico/Caribbean only $125 each
way all taxes included! If you can
beat these
prices start your own damn airline!
Book on line www.airtech.com or

Move from Notre Dame to Chicago
s Lakeview. Two bedrooms, Near
Wrigley and el. Heated, alumni
owned, $1040 800-323-8144 x640
Nothin tastes better than a 3 month
old CAKE! Want some boys?
Wanted: Chocolate Irish man with
red hair and scruffy beard.
Dog added bonus.
The Cheat is not dead
32 weeks in an academic year with
12 issues
The math doesn't work
1 am hoping we can grow cherry
tomatoes on our patio next year

There are three weeks left in the
school year, yet the campus
biweekly is done publishing for the
year
Once again, the math doesn't work
4 Duve, not a 3
I hate the Yankees

(212) 219·7000
THE LAST REGULAR ISSUE OF
THE OBSERVER IS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30.

It doesn't start until the back nine
on Sunday
A tradition unlike any other
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NCAA HOCKEY

Minnesota, New Hampshire advance to NCAA finals
Associated Press

BUFFALO, N.Y.
After a reprieve when replay
disallowed a goal against him,
Mike Ayers and the New
Hampshire Wildcats finally
woke up.
Ayers stopped 19 shots,
including one off his mask in the
waning seconds, as New
Hampshire advanced to the
NCAA championship game with
a 3-2 upset of the top-seeded
Cornell. Steve Saviano had two
goals and Tim Horst also
scored, as New Hampshire (287-6) advance to Saturday's title
game.
Ryan Vesce and Chris Abbott
scored for Cornell (30-5-1),
which had gone 14-0-1 in its
last 15 game. The Big Red,
eliminated in last year's NCAA
tournament quarterfinals by
New Hampshire, were trying to
win their first title since 1970,
when they finished 29-0.
The Wildcats finished strong
after a slow start. when they
were outs hot 7-1 in the first 12
minutes.
The turning point came when
referee Don Adam, following a
video review, disallowed a goal
scored by Cornell's Shane
Palahicky.
Adam
ruled
Palahicky used a high stick to
deflect in Jeremy Downs' point
shot.
The Wildcats responded by
outshooting Cornell 13-4 in

building a 3-0 lead on Saviano's
power-play goal 7:10 into the
second period.
Cornell eventually closed to
within 3-2 on Chris Abbott's
goal midway through the third
period. But the Big Red's
chances of forcing overtime
ended when Stephen Baby, set
up to the left of the net, had his
shot go off Ayers' mask and ofT
the post with 2 2 seconds
remaining.
Minnesota 3, Michigan 2
So much for the theory
defending champion Minnesota
was too young to make it back
to the NCAA title game.
With freshman Thomas Vanek
leading the way, anything is
possible.

First 100 ND

Stud~nts

get a SHAMROCK HATt
First 250 fans
get a BOTTLE JERSEY

Vanek scored on a bad-angle
shot 8:55 into overtime, lifting
the Golden Gophers to a victory
over Michigan in a national
semifinal. Gino Guyer and Troy
Riddle also scored and Travis
Weber stopped 31 shots for the
Gophers, who overcame a 2-0
deficit.
The Wildcats, behind Steve
Saviano's two goals, beat topseeded Cornell 3-2 in the day's
other Frozen Four semifinal.
Vanek, who also had an
assist, ended the game when he
pounced on a loose puck in the
left corner. Spinning away from
a Wolverines defender, he
snapped a shot from just below
the circle, beating goalie Al
Montoya through the legs.
Brandon Kaleniecki and Jed

FREE BRUNCH FROM
PANERA BREAD
FOR THE FIRST
200 FANSI

Ortmeyer scored for Michigan
(30-1 0-2), which lost its third
semifinal game in three years,
including last year's 3-2 loss to
the Gophers. The Wolverines,
who lead the NCAA with nine
hockey titles, have not advanced
to the championship game since
winning the title in 1998.
Minnesota, which has won
four titles, returns to the championship game despite losing
most of the core of last year's
team. This season's Gophers
feature only two seniors and six
juniors.
The Gophers beat Michigan by
overcoming a sluggish start, in
which they were outshot 15-5
and were hemmed in their end
for most of the first period.
Minnesota. which possesses

the nation's third-ranked
offense, finally responded after
Ortmeyer put the Wolverines up
2-0 at 14:38 of the second period.
Riddle cut the lead three minutes later, capping a scramble
in front by tapping in a loose
puck. Guyer tied the game 1:35
into the third period, one-timing
in Barry Tallackson's centering
pass.
Michigan appeared to go up
3-2 with 10:09 left in regulation.
Jason Ryznar's shot deflected
off several legs and eventually
trickled in. The goal was disallowed when referee Scott
Hansen, backed by a video
review, ruled he whistled down
play before the puck crossed the
goal line.

ND vs. Stanford
Sunday, 4/13
Noon
Moose Krause Field
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The Calling and Up 'Til Dawn
can1pus ba11ds :
Bill's Bluegrass Brigade 4:15

Notre Dame Bagpipers

The Royal Day

5:00

Ryan Hood & William
Zizic

6:00

Obstacle Course

6:45
Joust Competition

The Choir Invisible

Sumo Wrestling
free food:
Dominos Pizza (4:30)
Fazzolli's (6:30)

ST. JUDl CHILDR(tf'S R(S(ARCH HOSPITAL

St..

Notre Dame Porn Squad

outdoor games:

.•TIL DAWN

Friday, April 11th
4:00- 8:00
South Quad

LJude Letter

Writino Eaffle

Prl zes

ltlc~uae ...

DVD Player
Signed Vancouver Canucks Jersey
$25 gift certificate to Fiddler's Hearth
$20 gift certificate to BWJ's
$20 gift certificate to Chili's
$25 gift certificate to Bibler's
$45 gift certificate to Carraba's
Athletic issue gear
Express manicure at Emerald Cuts
Spaghetti dinner for 5 at Fazzolli's

Bring Your Address
Book to help support
St. Jude Children,s
Research Hospital, and
get entered into the
raffle! ! !
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PLAYOFFS

Giguere's 63 saves leads Anaheim to 2-1 win in 3 OTs
Associated Press

DETROIT
Jean-Sebastien
Giguere
looked like he had been there
before against a team that has
been all the way quite often.
Giguere set a record for a
playoff debut with 63 saves.
and Paul Kariya scored 3:18
into the third overtime, giving
the Anaheim Mighty Ducks a 21 victory night over the defending Stanley Cup champion
Detroit Red Wings.
Giguere set the saves record
thanks in part to making 20 in
the first overtime. He kept the
Red Wings frustrated until
Kariya picked up a rebound in
the slot and fired home a wrist
shot.
Game 2 in the best-of-seven
first-round series is Saturday
afternoon in Detroit.
Toronto's Jiri Crha held the
record for most saves in a playoff debut with 61 on April 8,
1980.
Detroit's Brendan Shanahan
and Anaheim's Adam Oates
scored in the first period, then
the teams went 44:27 without a
goal to force overtime.
The Red Wings have a chance
to be regarded as a dynasty. If
they repeat, they would have
four Stanley Cups in seven
years and would be the NHL's
most successful team since
Edmonton won five titles over
seven seasons from 1984-90.
Detroit is making its 13th
straight playoff appearance and
52nd overall in 77 years. The
Mighty Ducks, who began play
in 199 3, are in the postseason
for the third time.
The other times Anaheim was
in the playoffs, it was swept by
Detroit: in the first round in
1999, the second round in
1997. But the Mighty Ducks
pushed Detroit to six overtime
periods in '97 - and the only
team that could sweep this
year's series is Anaheim.
Detroit lost the first two
games of the playoffs last season at home to Vancouver
before winning the next four,
and later its lOth Stanley Cup.
Detroit's Curtis Joseph made
42 saves Thursday. His playoff
record is 58-59.

Giguere's glove save on
Darren McCarty's slap shot
with just under seven minutes
left in regulation kept it tied, as
did Joseph's kick save on
Kariya's shot with a minute to
go.
Giguere made eight saves in
the first six minutes of overtime
before Detroit- and the sellout
crowd at Joe Louis Arena thought the Wings had won at
9:21. But Luc Robitaille's shot
ricocheted off the crossbar and
the post, a video replay concluded, even though the goal
light went on.
Shanahan scored a powerplay goal at 4:15 of the first
period. His one-timer from the
lower left circle came on a
cross-crease pass from Tomas
Holmstrom, who received a
pass from Igor Larionov along
the right boards.
Oates tied the game at 15:33
of the first period.
Kurt Sauer's shot from above
the right circle was redirected
by Mike Leclerc in front, leaving Oates an open net.
Washington 3, Tampa Bay 0

The Washington Capitals gave
the Tampa Bay Lightning a
rude welcome back to the NHL
playoffs.
Robert Lang scored two goals
and Olaf Kolzig made 28 saves
as the Capitals beat the young,
inexperienced Lightning 3-0
Thursday night to ruin Tampa
Bay's return to the postseason
after a seven-year absence.
Washington will try to take a
2-0 lead in the best-of-seven
Eastern Conference series here
Saturday.
Kolzig handily won Round 1
of the key matchup between
him and Tampa Bay goalie
Nikolai Khabibulin.
The Washington goaltender
recorded his sixth career playoff shutout, stopping 10 shots to
cling to a 1-0 lead early in the
second period. His sensational
play on a potential momentumshifting shot by Vincent
LeCavalier left the coaches of
both saying that save was the
biggest of the night.
Lang scored his second goal
three minutes later.
Kolzig rejected 13 more shots

CARDINAL CHARTERS
.

.tF QUALITY coUNTS...

in the third period, when the
Lightning made a futile attempt
to get back into the game after
Michael Nylander's goal made
it 3-0 with just under 19 minutes to play.
Khabibulin, a four-time AllStar who's never won a playoff
series, was instrumental in the
third-seeded Lightning going
14-2-8 down the stretch to win
their first Southeast Division
title.
Minnesota 4, Colorado 2

The Minnesota Wild weren't
supposed to have a chance
against
the
Colorado
Avalanche.
Someone forgot to tell them.
Dwayne Roloson stopped 39
shots and Minnesota scored
three goals in 4:22 in the second period as the Wild knocked
off Colorado in the first game of
their playoff series.
Minnesota, a third-year team
was making its first playoff
appearance, while Colorado
had won two Stanley Cup titles
in seven years and a record
nine straight division championships.
It looked like the mismatch it
was supposed to be in the first
period, but Minnesota somehow
survived with a scoreless tie
despite being outshot 18-3.
The Wild then stunned
Colorado with three quick goals
in the second period.
Filip Kuba scored the first
postseason goal in Wild history
5:33 into the period, one-timing
a pass from Andrew Brunette
on a power play.
Marian Gaborik pushed the
lead to two 3:55 later on another power play, knocking in a
rebound that went between
Patrick Roy's legs and off his

right skate.
The Wild barely had time to
celebrate before Wes Walz lifted a shot over Roy just 25 seconds later. Walz scored from
just outside the crease after
Pascal Dupuis whiffed on a
wraparound attempt.
Roy looked at his glove, then
skated to the corner for a few
seconds after the goal.
Joe Sakic gave Colorado a
chance heading into the third
period, one-timing a pass from
Steven Reinprecht to cut the
lead to 3-1.
But Brunette sent some fans
to the exits with a goal from a
tough angle with four minutes
left in the game. Milan Hejduk
weaved his way through
Minnesota's defense to score on
a wrister with 2:59 left.
Minnesota improved to 31-0-1
this season when leading after
two periods.
The Wild did their best to
take Peter Forsberg out of his
game by knocking him around

every chance they got. Walz left
Forsberg kneeling and holding
his nose after a collision in the
second period, and another
check late in the period lifted
him off the ice. Diminutive ClifT
Ronning even took a shot at
Forsberg shortly after jumping
over the boards early in the
third period.
Forsberg, the league's leading
scorer with 106 points in the
regular season, didn't figure in
either of Colorado goals.
The Avalanche had 11 shots
in the first 6 1/2 minutes, but
they couldn't beat Roloson. He
started by stopping a wraparound attempt by Bates
Battaglia in the first minute,
then made a diving glove save
on a rebound attempt by Sakic
a few seconds later.
Roloson even made a save
with his backside, sitting on the
puck after a shot by Serge
Aubin stopped next to the left
goalpost.

Windows PC Users: "Unjoin" the Domain
Before You're Locked Out
To ensure access to your PC when you leave campus, you
must "unjoin" the Notre Dame Windows Domain.
Go to http://www.nd.edu/-ndoit/helpdesk to find out
how.

eome ~ ~~
What happens if you don't "unjoin?"
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•Since 1923
•Luxury Buses

•Professional Drivers
•Group Services
• Competnive Rates •Wheelchair Accessible

. DIAL TOLL FREE

1·800·348·
7
487
www.cardinalbuses.com
.

If you don't "unjoin," you may
be unable to access your computer while away from campus;
you also may have problems logging on to the network when you
return. This does not apply to
Macintosh users.

---

Call the OIT Help
Desk (1-8111) ifyou
need further assistance.

011 Office of Information Technologies
011 University of Notre Dame
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NCAA BASKETBALL

North Carolina beckons Williams, but no decision yet
Associated Press

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.
Roy Williams and North
Carolina will talk through the
weekend about his interest in
returning to the program
where he learned to coach
under Dean Smith.
Tar Heels athletic director
Dick Baddour said Thursday

the Kansas coach wasn't yet
ready to make a decision after
two days of discussions.
"Coach Williams and I feel
the timing is too near the end
of the Final Four and there is
too much going on in Lawrence
at this time for us to conclude
our talks," Baddour said.
Kansas lost to Syracuse 81-78
in the championship game

Free Golf Clinic
Open to Juniors. Seniors
and Grad Students

Tuesday, April 1!; !;:30 PM
Warren Golf Course
Learn the proper
tiolf Etiquette
for usc in
the Business

Monday night.
It was unclear whether
Williams was leaning toward
staying with the Jayhawks or
returning to North Carolina,
where he was an assistant
under Smith for a decade.
Williams, who spoke with
reporters briefly outside Allen
Fieldhouse on Thursday, said
he won't again speak with
North Carolina officials until
Sunday.
"How can I be torn if they
haven't offered me the job
yet?" Williams said with a
smile.
"There are so many other
things going on right now," he
said. "And again, it's less than
72 hours away from the national championship game, so why
would I be in a hurry to run off
somewhere?"
The Tar Heels are looking for
a replacement for Matt
Doherty, who resigned April 1
with three years left on his con-

tract.
"I have had several very good
conversations
with
Roy
Williams over the last two
days," Baddour said. "Those
talks will continue through the
weekend."
Baddour said Williams had
not been offered the job and
the school would pursue other
candidates in the next few
days.
On Wednesday, Kansas chancellor Robert Hemenway fired
athletic director AI Bohl, whose
relationship with Williams had
been strained since Bohl was
hired two years ago.
Bohl said Williams orchestrated his dismissal, but
Hemenway denied he fired
Bohl to persuade Williams to
stay at Kansas. Hemenway
added that Williams never indicated to him that he wanted
Bohl fired.
Interim athletic director Drue
Jennings met with Williams for

World

ored by RecSports, C
nd Notre Dame Golf

Questions?

30 minutes Thursday to reiterate how much Kansas wants
him to remain in Lawrence.
"I don't want to pressure
him. but I don't want him to
think he is unloved either,"
Jennings said.
Jennings said Williams
expressed his regard for
Kansas during the meeting.
"He absolutely loves this
school. This is his program. He
didn't build the tradition at
Kansas, but he sure as heck
has embellished it," Jennings
said.
"He loves the kids. Loves his
players. He's no less endeared
to them than he was three
years ago when he had this
same issue. It truly tugs at
him."
Williams plans to leave
Friday night for the Wooden
Awards ceremony and festivities in Los Angeles, said Kansas
sports information director
Mitch Germann.
Williams, 52, turned down
the Tar Heels in 2000 when
Bill Guthridge retired, saying
he couldn't leave his players or
the program he built into a
national power.
He has won 418 games and
been to four Final Fours in his
15 seasons there, but he has
never won the national title.
Sophomore Keith Langford,
one of Kansas' top returning
players, said he would consider
transferring if Williams decides
to leave.
"I just want to play basketball and hopefully to continue
to play for coach Williams,"
Langford said. "I can't see
myself playing for anybody else
at this school."

Domus
PROPERTII!S

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSES
FOR RENT
FOR

2003-2004
2004-2005
SCHOOL YEAR
52750 IN 933

326 N. Ironwood

574-143·1111 574-143·1111

Serving l'-lotre Dame & St. Mary's

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
www.domuskramer.com

Comer of Ironwood & McKinley

FREE DELIVERY. $7.00 Minimum For Delivery. Not Valid With Any Other Offer. Umited Time Only.

OR CALL

574-315-5032 OR 574-234-2436
ASK FOR KRAMER
------·----------------------------------------------------------------~
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THE MASTERS

!
Grounds crew members attempt to dry out a fairway at the Augusta National Golf Club on Thursday, where rain
canceled the first round of the Masters for the first time since 1939.

Rain postpones Masters' first round
Associated Press

AUGUSTA. Ga.
Augusta National finally
met its match - Mother
Nature, not Martha Burk.
Four days of heavy rain
turned golf's hallowed
grounds into a muddy
mess and forced the first
round of the Masters to be
postponed for the first
time since 1939.
Tiger Woods, chasing
history as he goes after his
third straight title, didn't
even make it to the golf
course. Those who did
never got much farther
than the clubhouse.
"We believe this golf
course is unplayable," said
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Will Nicholson, chairman
of the competition committees. "This golf course
will just not take any more
water."
The 93 players will
return Friday for 36 holes
- weather permitting as the Masters continues
on a strange path through
uncharted waters.
Augusta
National
endured nine months of
criticism leveled by Burk
and the National Council
of Women's Organizations
against the club's all-male
membership. She still
plans to protest Saturday
- the first day sunshine is
in the forecast.
The club closed its gates

Monday for the first time
in 20 years because of
rain and lightning, and
even part of the fabled Par
3 Tournament was rained
out Wednesday.
"I'd like to see something good happen here
because of all the negative
press," David Toms said.
"But we don't play in a
dome. They'll get the tournament in, and they'll
have a great champion."
The forecast is for more
showers in the morning,
and officials are skeptical
about being able to finish
two rounds by darkness
Friday.
When they do get
around to the golf, the

soggy turf should play
right into the hands of
Woods, the two-time
defending champion, and
others who hit the ball
high and far. That's what
it might take to navigate a
7 ,290-yard course that
will seem even longer.
Most everyone thought
postponing the first round
was the right move.
"Evidently, they felt it
was unplayable," Woods
said.
Starting times already
were pushed back 30 minutes, and officials rescheduled to 11 a.m. because of
more overnight showers
that brought the rainfall to
4 inches since Sunday.
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Atlantan wants to buy:~'
move team to Puerto Rico
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STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS
Maple Leafs at Flyers 6 p.m., ESPN2
Oilers at Stars 9 p.m., ESPN2

II

~

BRIEF

MLB
Pirates at Cubs 2:10p.m., WGN
Braves at Marlins 6:30 p.m., TBS

NBA
Magic at Pacers 7 p.m., ESPN
Nets at Bulls 7:30 p.m., Fox Sports
Warriors at Suns 9:30p.m., ESPN

Atlanta businessman Charles
Vaughn says he has a plan and
investors to buy a major league team
and move it to Puerto Rico.
Island officials are wary of spending money to upgrading a stadium,
especially since games in the island's
own professional league often play to
empty seats.
Vaughn says he has Puerto Rican
and U.S. investors ready to make an
offer to the commissioner's office to
buy either the Montreal Expos or
another franchise. The Expos play
22 home games in San Juan this season, starting Friday night against the
New York Mets.
This Spanish-speaking island often
bills itself as a bridge to Latin
America, while its position as a U.S.
territory would maintain any investment in U.S. dollars.
Puerto Rican officials say they're
concerned about the cost of building
or renovating ballpark with a capaci-

ty of 40,000 or more.
"We are talking about a possible
investment of over $100 million ... I
don't think there is mood for an
investment of that nature at this
time," said Puerto Rico's sport and
recreation secretary, Jorge Rosario.
Vaughn said he has talked with
San Juan Mayor Jorge Santini and
neighboring Carolina Mayor Jose
Aponte about the possibility of renovating either city's stadium.

Players asked to join US mens
basketball team
Allen Iverson and Jermaine O'Neal
will be asked to join the 2004 U.S.
Olympic mens basketball team, a
source told The Associated Press on
Thursday.
The decision was made in a conference call among members of the USA
Basketball selection committee, a
basketball source with knowledge of
the selections said on condition of
anonymity.
The choices of Iverson and O'Neal

bring to nine the number of players
who have been either selected or officially named to the team.
USAB only has said publicly that
Ray Allen, Tim Duncan, Jason Kidd
and Tracy McGrady are on the team.
Further announcements will be made
to include the additions of Iverson,
O'Neal, Mike Bibby, Karl Malone and
Kobe Bryant.
Iverson's selection fulfills one of his
wishes and sets him up to play for his
Philadelphia 76ers coach, Larry Bro\\n,
on the national team.
O'Neal, who plays for the Indiana
Pacers, will become the first member of
the U.S. team that finished sixth last summer at the World Championships to be
invited back to play for Team USA.
The U.S. team now has plenty of backcourt scorers and three power forwards,
but still no center.
If the selection committee does not
select a true center when it fills out the
final three roster spots, O'Neal and
Duncan would presumably play.
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ROWING

No. 21 Irish travel to Michigan State, host Dayton
By CHRISTINE ARMSTRONG
Sports Wmer

The Irish, ranked 21st in the
nation, will compete in back-to
back regattas this weekend. On
Saturday, Notre Dame faces
No. 9 Michigan State in East
Lansing and will host the
Dayton Flyers on Sunday.
Last year's dual regatta with
Michigan State was cancelled
due to bad weather. The Irish,

Belles
continued from page 28
Florida, so this is not out of the
ordinary for our team."
Welsh and her team also
havP been anxious to prove
thaL their 10~6-1 out of conference record is not a fluke. This
weekend will be their chance.

who contended with white
caps, high winds, freezing temperatures and alterations to the
racing course last Sunday, hope
they will not encounter those
same obstacles this weekend. If
they do, however, they are
ready to rise to the challenge
like they did in their upset victory over Iowa last weekend.
"After seeing the weather
conditions it would have been
easy for us to just pack up and
head back to South Bend with-

out racing, but our toughness
prevailed as we refused to be
defeated by the weather," said
captain Ashlee Warren.
Despite the discouraging circumstances and location
changes, the Irish de(eated
No.lS Iowa in four of five varsity races and also won two
novice eight races.
"Although the morning was
very hectic with moving race
sites,
we
managed
to
stay focused on winning our

races against Iowa's strongly
ranked team. It just so happens
this had to take place over two
shorter pieces instead of a full
[2000 meters]," said coxswain
Kacy McCaffrey.
Both the Spartans and Flyers
faced similarly rough waters
last weekend and returned
with disappointing performances. Michigan State raced
against No. 5 Michigan and
Eastern Michigan, where both
Spartan varsity eight boats and

Albion and Hope each went 113 in league play last year and
finished second and third in
the conference, respectively.
In the mean time, all the
Belles could do was prepare.
"Our focus at practice has
been driving the ball," Welsh
said. "Another key phrase we
use is 'see the grunt.' I want to
see them swing hard enough
that I see their body grunt.

They are doing very well with
the drills in practice and seem
to be driving the ball better."
The Belles are confident in
their pitching at the moment.
"We will keep a consistent
rotation with pitchers Libby
Wilhelmy, Kate Sajewich and
Bridget Grall. They compliment
each other well with there different specialties," Welsh said.
"They are all throwing like
number one pitchers right
now, which is a great spot to
be in from a coach's standpoint. I am confident with all
three."
Pitching and fielding are not
the team's main concerns at
the moment.
"Our defense and pitching
have been solid thus far, so we
are still practicing on those
areas, but our concentration is
hitting," Welsh said. "We seem
to be taking too many good
pitches and swinging at bad
pitches. Our strikeouts are very
high this season and we hope
to not let the trend continue."
Welsh and the Belles' pitchers have reason to be disap-

pointed with the hitting of late. biggest days of the season and
Saint Mary's has given up no I believe the team is ready for
more than two runs in each of the challenge.''
its last six games, yet they have
The first-year coach of the
dropped three of those con- Belles has motivated a team
tests.
that finished second to last in
What Welsh and her players the conference last year and
hope is that this extra week of gotten her team to this point in
the season with
practice
has
prea
very
..
/
want
to
see
them
respectable
pared them
record. Now, it
to win the
swing hard enough
is
up to the
majority of
that I see their
players.
their games
body grunt...
on
the
"This is a
weekend
great chance
for people to
and mainAnna Welsh
tain their
step
and
Belles coach
shine," Welsh
first place
said. "Whoever
standing in
the conferwe ask to play
the
field
and
bat,
we are lookence.
"This week will be a very ing for them to be at the top of
determining week for us," their games this weekend. I
Welsh said. "We are still No. 1 know they are ready and excitin the conference and hope to ed for that challenge. We have
be there on Sunday night as been preparing mentally and
well. There have been some physically for this."
top teams in the conference
losing so hopefully that opens
Contact Pat Leonard at
some doors for us.
"These will be the three pleonard@nd.edu

This Weekend in the Department of Music
Saturday, April 12,2003
A Graduate Degree Recital
Jacqueline Schmidt, piano
2:00pm, Annen berg Auditorium, Snite Museum of Art
Performing works by Scarlatti, Chopin, Schubert, & Prokofiev.
Sunday, April 13, 2003
A Graduate Degree Recital
Candace Thomas, violin
w/ Paivi Ekroth, piano
3:30pm, Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum of Art
Performing works by Mozart, Sibelus, and Beethoven.

All concerts free unless otherwise noted.

varsity four boats took second
place to the Wolverines. The
Spartans did capture two firstplace finishes in their novice
races.
Notre Dame will race the
Flyers, who were who were
unable to defeat Cincinnati and
Indiana boats last weekend, on
the St. Joseph River Sunday,
starting at 10:30 a.m.
Contact Christine Armstrong at
carmstro@nd.edu

Ca/1631-620 1 or visit www.nd.edu/-congoers for more info!

Lisa1 it's
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bi....thday!

t-lappy bi....thday Lisa!

t-lappy 21st!
Love,

the girls

The Notre Dame Women's Running Club presents the
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To benefit the American Cancer Society
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THE CUSHWA CENTER
FOR THE STUDY OF
presents

Saturday )f.pril12tn at 1Dam
Begins on St Mary's Rd. between the lakes

Registration will begin at 9am
Requested donation is $5
"The New Faithful: Why Young Adults Are
Embracing Christian Orthodoxy"

By Colleen Carroll
Saturday, April 12, 2003
9:00a.m.
McKenna Hall Center for continuing Education
Room 100-104

rtop 50 finishers receive rae~ t-sliirts!
C£veryone gets a fei!
E-mail WomenRun@ nd.edu with questions
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WOMENS lACROSSE

Tough schedule continues for Irish with weekend games
time. then added three of the
first four goals in the second half
Sports Writer
to put away the Huskies.
"We've played a really tough
Having already played a schedule with a lot of ranked
schedule that included five opponents," said coach Tracy
ranked teams in their first eight Coyne after the game. "When
games, the womens lacrosse you play a tough schedule it
team will play two more ranked really prepares you for a higher
opponents this weekend when level of play and I think how we
they travel to Durham, N.C., to played [against Connecticut] is a
face No. 3 Duke Friday after- benefit of that."
The games this weekend pronoon before hosting No. 16
vide
the Irish a break from Big
Stanford at noon Sunday at
East competition. The Irish stand
Moose Krause Field.
The Irish have not had much in third place in the league
success against Duke. having standings at 3-1 with two league
lost all five meetings with the games remaining at home
Blue Devils. They will be looking against Rutgers and No. 6
to avenge those defeats in Georgetown. The Hoyas are the
Durham today, especially after only unbeaten team in the
Duke's 10-9 win in triple-over- league at 3-0, while No. 8
time last year. the longest game Syracuse has completed conferin Notre Dame women's lacrosse ence play with a 5-1 record.
Duke is likely the most formihistory. Duke led 8-6 in regulation before the Irish scored twice dable opponent the Irish have
in the last two minutes to tie it. faced thus far this season. They
Duke finally ended the game stand at 9-2 on the year, having
with a score with 15 seconds left lost to No. 2 Maryland in overtime. and at No. 17 Vanderbilt.
in the third overtime.
The Irish head into the week- They have won at Georgetown,
end after their biggest win of the Stanford and No.4 Virginia.
season- a 15-7 romp over ;\J"o. · Stanford meanwhile will also
19 Connecticut. Eleven players present a strong challenge. They
scored goals for the Irish, with stand at 8-2 on the season, havfreshman Crysti Foote and junior ing lost at home to Duke and at
Meredith Simon leading the way Ohio State earlier in the season.
with three goals. Seniors They face the Irish as the second
Danielle Shearer and Eleanor part of a Midwest road trip.
Weille each added four assists to
lead the Irish cause. Notre Dame Contact Andy Troeger at
jumped out to a 7-1 lead at half- atroeger@nd.edu
By ANDY TROEGER
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ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS!!
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TIM KACMAR!The Observer

Senior Angela Dixon heads past a Huskies player during Notre Dame's 15· 7 defeat of
Connecticut Saturday at the Loftus Sports Complex.
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Notre Dame's Office of Undergraduate Admission~ is accepting
applications for two available Admissions Counselor positionsl
-As part of the Undergraduate Admissions staff, the counselofis expected to make an important contribution to the recruitment and selec~

tion of the first~year class by managing relations with the prospective applicants, their parents, high school personnel and alumni in an

I

assigned geographical area.

l.
I

~Responsibilities

include extensive planning, travel, communications within the geographical area, assessment and evaluation of applications and conducting group/individual information sessions on campus. Additional responsibilities will be assigned by the Assistant Provost
for Enrollment.
-Candidates should possess a bachelor's degree and familiarity with all aspects of student life at Notre Dame. One of the positions will
specifically require computer and research responsibilities. We ask that candidates detail their skills in computer technology.
~Essential

qualities include strong communication and organizational skills, enthusiasm, diploma'--1' a~d the willingness to work long hours
including many evenings and Saturday mornings.

{
;I

(

lL

-Preferred start date is July 1, 2003.

' i
~ I
)I

'

!

: i

Apply on-line via Human Resources web site or submit resume, cover letter and reference information by
Monday, April 21, 2003 to:
Admissions Counselor
Department of Human Resources
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46656

1·''
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f

•

I

,.,,
},

Please send or deliver an additional cover lerter and resume to:
Admissions Hiring CommiHee, 220 Main Building

'

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1st place teams visit ND as Irish hope to continue streak
• Seton Hall,
St. Johns
doubleheaders
give Notre Dame
chance to move up
in standings
By MATT LOZAR
Associate Sports Editor

The Irish have gotten their
feet wet, now they want to
jump all the way in.
Having finally started its Big
East slate 11 days after it was
originally scheduled, Notre
Dame, riding a six-game winning streak, hosts Seton Hall
and St. John's this weekend in
their first Big East home
games of the 2003 campaign.
"It was great, finally, finally,
finally is all I can say, " senior
third baseman Andrea Loman
said. ··It was nice to pick up
some wins."
In a makeup doubleheader
Wednesday afternoon at
Pittsburgh, Notre Dame (1611, 2-0 in the Big East) swept
the doubleheader in contrasting styles. Down 4-0 in the top
of the seventh of game one,
the Irish took advantage of
two Panthers' errors and
scored five unearned runs,
four of them with two outs.
Loman's double to center
cleared the bases and gave
the Irish the 5-4 win.
Building off that rally, the

Irish got on the board early in Laura Taylor has provided
game two, scoring two in the most of the offensive firepowfirst and one in the second. er with nine home runs and
That would be all the support 24 RBI to go along with a .320
pitcher Heather Booth needed average.
as the freshman gave up one
Notre Dame has never lost
unearned run on one hit in to St. John's in the teams'
seven innings of work. The previous 14 matchups. The
Irish won 4-1.
Red Storm (18-18, 5-3) have
"It took a while for us to get won four straight games in
the
bats
the Big East
going. We
and
have
just rallied
relied
on
their
"It was great, finally,
in the top of
pitching for
the seventh finally, finally is all I can
most of the
say. It was nice to pick
and kept the
s e a s o n .
. ,
momentum
Courtney
up some wms.
from game
Fitzgerald is
one going to
15-11, has a
Andrea Loman
the begin1.89 ERA and
ning
of
has struck out
Irish third baseman
game two,"
115. Meghan
Loman said.
Allman is 3-2
Booth leads the Irish pitch- with a 1. 79 ERA.
ing staff with a 10-5 record in
"I think it is huge for us this
17 appearances and five com- weekend," Loman said. "We
plete games in her 11 starts. have already started the
She is first on the team with a momentum at Pitt and it is
2.02 ERA, 71 strikeouts and a very important to carry it
.188 opponents batting aver- through the weekend.
age.
"We want to make a state"She is pitching really awe- ment to the Big East that just
some and she is doing every- because we are behind, we
thing we could ever ask of are still a force to be reckoned
her," Loman said. "Being a with."
freshman we have no expectaThe Irish and Pirates are
tions for her."
scheduled to play a doubleThe Irish hold a 19-1 advan- header Friday starting at 4
tage in the series history p.m. while Sunday's twinbill
against the Pirates with the between the Irish and the Red
lone loss coming in the 2001 Storm is set to begin at 11
Big East Championships. a.m.
McKenzie Richards leads the
Seton Hall {19-7, 5-2) offense Contact Matt Lozar at
with a .337 batting average. mlozar@nd.edu

SOFIA BALLON!fhe Observer

Irish second baseman Sara Schoonaert attempts to get a
Northwestern player out during the March 26 Irish loss.

*SHOVE.LIWG, MOWIWG, HAULING, PRUWIWG. WATCH OUR STAFF COMPLETE
THESE.
TASI{S FROM YOUR WIWt>OW AWt> SWICK£R.
*FREE PARKIWG FOR YOU AWl> YOUR GUESTS
*2'1- HOUR E.ME.RGEWCY SERVICE
*OUR WATE.R TASTE.S GREAT AW~ IS LE.SS FILLIWG. BOWUS II'S FRE.E.!!!!!!
*WE. WELCOME. St'MLL AWl> LARGE. PErS.
*PATIOS AWl> BALCOWIE.S
*C£WTRAL HE.AT AWt> AIR UWIIS WITH
RE.MOI>E.LE.t> KITCHE.WS STILL AVAILABLE.
*RE.FE.R A FRIE.Wt> AWl> RE.CE.IVE. $1SO
OFF YOU WEXT MOWTHS RE.WT
*CE.ILIWG FAWS
*2'1-HR OW·SITE. LAUWI>RY FACILITY
*BLIWI>S AWl> CARPE.T IWCLUI>E.t>
*YOU WE.E.t> TO SE.E. WHAT WE HAVE.
THAT ''THEY" t>OW'1 HAVE
*FULLY E.QUIPPE.t> K11CHE.WS WITH t>ISHWASHE.R, t>ISPOSAL, FR/t>Gf, AWt>
STOVE.
*SPACIOUS FLOOR PLAWS TO ACCOMMODATE. ALL YOUR GUESTS
*A GREAT MAWAGE.ME.WT AWt> FRIE.Wt>LY MAIWTE.WAWCE. STAFF
*CLOSE. 10 THE. TOLL ROAI> AWl> MAJOR SHOPPING AREAS
*OWLY :J BLOCKS FORM CAMPUS
*AWE.SOME. MAWAGE.ME.WT
*POOL WITH OVE.R J.l.o,ooo GALLOWS OF WATER FOR YOU TO COOL OFF IW
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Irish travel to Columbus looking for some momentum
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By ERIK POWERS
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Sports Writer

t\ 1)

Ohio State, Indiana, Kent
State, Miami of Ohio and the
University of Nevada-Las
Vegas. Since its 1969 inception,
only six schools have won Ohio
State's Kepler Invitational.
Notre Dame travels to the par
72, 7,250-yard Scarlet Course
with hopes of joining this select
fraternity.
The Irish will compete with
the same lineup that they have
used (except in the case of
injury) throughout the spring
season. Senior captain Brandon
Lunke will be accompanied by
freshmen Tommy Balderston,
Mark Baldwin, Eric Deutsch
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• Kepler Invite is
last tournament
before Big East
Championships

r

and Mark Gustafson. At last
weekend's Laredo Border
Olympics, the team shot its best
rounds of the spring en route to
a 14th place finish out of 20
teams. Although the Irish
opened with solid scores of 302
and 297 strokes, they were
mired in 19th place after the
first day.
Undisturbed by its place in
the standings, Notre Dame
made a furious finish in the
final round. Scott Gustafson (2·
under par 70), Balderston (1under par 71) and Baldwin (1under par 71) led the Irish as
they leapt five places up the
leader board to 14th place.
Deutsch (69- 7 6-7 4-219) finished in a tie for 28th place,
best among Notre Dame's
golfers. Baldwin (79-70-71-220)
finished ten places behind in
38th place. Overall, the Irish
finished with a season-low total
of 885 strokes. The team's previous low three-round total had

I ,\
I

been a 912 at the Conrad
Rehling Invitational.
But the Irish will have to continue improving if they wish to
win the Kepler Invitational. The
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
won last year's rain-shortened
tournament with a two round
total of 576.
This task is hardly impossible,
however. Gustafson, Lunke,
Baldwin and Deutsch each had
their best three-round totals of

the spring last week. With his
score of 219, Deutsch shaved
11 strokes off of his previous
spring best of 240. The Irish's
top four golfers would need to
eliminate about two strokes off
of each their of rounds scores
from last weekend in order to
eclipse UNLV's score.
This is also the final meet for
the Irish before next weekend's
Big East Championships. Notre
Dame will have the advantage

''-·~------------.........._

of hosting the event, and hopes
to couple this with the momentum of its potential first Kepler
championship.
The first 36 holes of the
Kepler tournament will be
played this Saturday beginning
at 8:30 a.m. The final 18 holes
will be played on Sunday beginning at 8:30 a.m.
Contact Erik Powers at
epowers@nd.edu

______________________
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Warmer weather
awaits in Missouri
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TRACK AND FIELD
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Notre Dame, IN 46556

+Irish try to qualify
more athletes for
NCAA and Big East
competitions
By HEATHER VAN
HOEGARDEN
Sports Writer

After experiencing weather
in the 30-degree range that
cancelled their only home
meet, the Irish hope their trip
to Missouri's Tom Botts
Invitational will provide some
sunshine.
Temperatures are supposed
to be in the 70s this weekend
at Walton Stadium in
Columbia, Mo.
The Irish compete against
the host Tigers of Missouri,
the Cyclones of Iowa State and
the Fighting Illini of Illinois in
the seventh annual Tom Botts
Invite.
Last week also saw Missouri
hosting a meet in which they
qualified nine athletes for the
NCAA Regional.
Meanwhile, the Irish look to
qualify even more athletes for
not only the NCAA Regional
meet, but for the Big East
Conference meet as well.
Leading the way will be AllAmerican Luke Watson, who
will run in his first steeplechase of the season after
earning All-American honors
in the event last year.
Meanwhile, Eric Morrison
looks to improve on his seventh place finish at last year's
Tom Botts Invitational in the
800-meter run.
Joining these two distance
runners will be four other
Irish steeplechase competitors, five 1,500-meter runners. and four 800-meter
competitors.
The Irish distance runners

are joined by Lauren King and
Molly Huddle, who have
already qualified for the
NCAA Regional in the 1 ,500·
meters.
The solid corps of Irish distance runners will be accompanied by sprinters and
jumpers as well, all of whom
look to improve their times
and move into qualifying for
the NCAA Regional and the
Big East meet.
The meet starts today at 2
p.m. with the heptathlon. It
continues Saturday, beginning
at 9 a.m. and continuing
throughout the afternoon.

INFORMATION OPEN HOUSE
FOR

SUMMER LONDON 2004 & 2005
6:30 TO 8:00P.M.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 2003
IN 136 DeBARTOLO HALL
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR 2004

Contact Heather Van Hoegarden
at hvanhoeg@nd.edu

- --------------------- -I

~·--------------------------------------------------------------------~

I
I
I
•
I Now Taking Applications for Student Manager
I
Positions
for
the
new
Legends
of
Notre
DamerM
I
I Restaurant and Pub that will Open August 2003.
I All student rnanagers for Legend5 must be 21 years of age on or before August l, 2003.
I Casual dining experience would be helpful. Ernploy1nent will begin August 2003.
I
Please Fax your resurne to: 574-631-7994, Attention: Jeff Crotty or 1nail to:
I Jeff Crotty, General Manger Legends, 215 South Dining Hall, Notre Dan1e, Indiana.
I
resumes must be received no later than noon on Tuesday April 15th.
I All
For questions about the student manager positions or Legends in general,
I please contact Jeff Crotty at 631-0108.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CHIP MAAKSfThe ObseNer

Tom Thornton winds up against Bowling Green Thursday at
Frank Eck Stadium. Thornton allowed two runs, one earned, on
three hits In his five Innings of work.

WHAT ARE YOU CALLED
TODO?
LAW CAREERS AS
VOCATIONS
Sunday, April 13,
4 - 6:00 p.n1. at the
Center for Social Concerns
Pizza -will be served.
A panel presentation lVith:
Ann Firth, '81, '85 JD, Executive
Assistant Associate to the Vice
President, Student Affairs
Mary Meg McCarthy '80, '88JD, HCA in
Chile, Director of Mid"\Vest bnmigrant
Rights Center, Chicago, IL
Pete Morgan '90, '98JD, '99LLM Indiana
Legal Services, South Bend, IN

NOTRE DAME
VOCATION IN IllATIVE

~~
F0R~rtJJA

SOCIAL
CONCERNS

Thornton which Rizzo might
have been able to block, gave
Bowling Green a 2-1 lead.
However, Rizzo redeemed
himself in the bottom of the
inning, smacking a line shot ofT
a Bowling Green reliever just
barely over the left field fence
to tie the game back up at 2-2
"I don't hit that many fly
balls, I'm more of a line-drive
hitter," Rizzo said. "I didn't
know it was out and I'm just
glad I hit it hard and in the
right spot."
"I think it really relaxed our
team and gave us a lot of confidence," Mainieri said.
The confidence the Irish
swallowed seemed to balance
the self-destruction of the
Bowling Green defense witnessed in the late innings.
After Kris Billmaier led off
the bottom of the sixth of the
seven-inning game, Mainieri
sent in pinch-hitter Zach Sisko
to attempt a sacrifice bunt to
move Billmaier to second.
However, the pitcher threw
four straight balls, putting
another runner on base and
moving up Billmaier without
the aid of an out.
After a double steal moved
both runners up a base, a wild
pitch scored what wound up
being the game-winning run in
Billmaier.
However, just for good measure, the Irish added four more
runs.
Rizzo knocked in another run
with a single through the right
side, and a groundout by Greg
Lopez three batters later drove
Rizzo home.
The final two runs for the
Irish came on throwing errors
by the third baseman and
shortstop, respectively.
J.P. Gagne, who helped close
out
Western
Michigan
Wednesday night, pitched
another 1 1/3 innings of hitless
relief to hold the Falcons at bay
and extend the Irish winning
streak - its third longest in the
nine-year tenure under
Mainieri, and seventh-longest
in program history - to 14
games.
Notre Dame will look to
extend the streak to 16 with a
two-game series in Omaha,
Neb., home of the College
World
Series,
against
Creighton, whom the Irish have
already defeated this season.
Mainieri is excited to bring
his freshmen to the site of
Notre Dame's historic College
World Series run last season,
Rosenblatt Stadium, where the
Irish and Bluejays will face ofT
Saturday afternoon.
"I do think there are a lot of
positives out of going on this
trip, including these young
players who that haven't been
there, to see and play in
Rosenblatt Stadium," Mainieri
said. ''I'm really looking forward to it, and all of our players are - it's going to be really
fun this weekend."
Notes:
+ Edwards' reign atop the Irish
in batting average was shortlived, as his combined 0-for-4
performance in the two games,
relative to Steve Sollmann's 2for-6 outing Thursday, dropped
Edwards' average to .375,
below Sollmann's .383.
+ Rizzo, who did not play in the
first game, went 3-for-3 with
three runs and 2 RBis in the
second game, raising his season average to .363.
Contact Bryan Kronk at
bkronk@nd.edu

--~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Intense Corrigan leads Irish to 9-2 win over Butler
By PAT LEONARD
Sports Writer
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Kevin Corrigan is coaching
with a sense of urgency.
The head coach, in his 15th
year at the helm of Notre Dame
mens lacrosse, said after
Sunday's loss to Ohio State that
the team needed to reestablish
itself. Not only that, the Irish
would most likely have to win
the remainder of its games to
have a chance at qualifying for
postseason play.
Notre Dame took its first step
in reestablishing themselves as a
contender Thursday, when the
No. 15 Irish (6-4, 2-1 GWLL)
hosted league opponent Butler
and trounced the Bulldogs, 9-2,
at Moose Krause Stadium.
Corrigan paced the sidelines
the entire game and became
quite animated during its late
stages - though the Irish were
up big - when he disagreed
with a few officiating calls.
Corrigan's passion rubbed off on
his players yesterday.
Freshman Pat Walsh again
highlighted the Irish offensive
attack, scoring two goals and
dishing out four assists. The
Notre Dame midfield stepped up
and five different players tallied
goals for the Irish.
"We really have started playing more people at the offensive
end of the field, especially midfield wise," Corrigan said. "We

put three midfielders in instead
of two, and we thought that
would make a difference. It was
nice to see it work out that way."
Following a slow start in which
Butler maintained control inside
Notre Dame's zone for close to
four minutes in the early goings,
freshman midfielder Drew
Peters got the Irish on the
board off an assist from sophomore midfielder
Brian Giordano at the 45 second mark. Walsh snuck inside
the Bulldog defense 44 seconds
later to score unassisted and
increase the lead to 2-0 at the
buzzer.
Peters and Walsh were able to
give the Irish the lead with their
two goals due to tremendous
defense
and goaltending
throughout the opening quarter.
Freshman
D.J. Driscoll started his first
game of the season and performed well. He and other
defenseman communicated and
worked as one unit to keep the
game close until the offense
could find its rhythm.

"I'm very happy with the
defense," Corrigan said. "We
finally played a game where we
didn't give a goal away on the
defensive end, and that's been a
real problem for us. In recent
games we've done such a poor
job and we've made it easy for
other teams at times. Today,
Butler had to beat us, and when
you have to beat our defense and
Stew[art] Crosland, you're going
to have some difficulty."
Notre Dame set the tone in the
second quarter with sound and
patient ball control. Senior midfielder and tri-captain Travis
Wells ripped a goal into the back
of the net at the 8:38 mark to
make the lead 3-0.
In a game like Sunday's Ohio
State loss, fans might have seen
the opponent rebound and play
themselves back into the game.
Yesterday, however, the Irish
maintained the intensity and
applied consistent pressure on
the offensive end.
After junior midfielder and tricaptain Steve Clagget shot two
wide of the goal and sophomore

midfielder Colin Fatti hit the
post, Owen Mulford found a cutting Fatti with 19 seconds
remaining to send the score to 40 going into halftime.
The offensive pace the Irish set
in the first half pleased Corrigan,
who always expects a little more.
"I still don't think we've had
the day we are capable of having," Corrigan said. "But today
we had better possessions and
we were patient with our shot
selections. It's good to see that."
In the third quarter, the
game's pace picked up.
Three Dan Berger goals within
three minutes put the game out
of reach for the Bulldogs.
Butler, which found itself stuck
in the defensive zone. Walsh
assisted on all three of Berger's
goals.
The star freshman scored his
second goal of the game towards
the end of the quarter on assists
from Peter and Wells at the 5:25
mark.
The Bulldogs scored late in the
quarter and again in the fourth,
but a goal from sophomore

attackman Jim Morrison and
solid defense kept the game in
check.
Goalie Stewart Crosland made
10 saves on 11 shots and Nick
Antol finished the game, allowing one goal.
Notre Dame is back in action
Saturday at home against
unranked Air Force. The Irish
defeated the Falcons 9-3 on the
road last season. Going into this
year's contest, Corrigan wants
his team to concentrate on not
allowing a let down.
"Air Force is a team that is 26, but on the other hand, they
beat a very good Navy team and
took Army to a double overtime
loss," Corrigan said. "They are
capable of playing good people
and playing them well. Coming
off a short rest, we have to go
out there and really play hn rrl in
the early part of the gan11' iu
make sure we don't give t!wm
confidence early."
Contact Pat Leonard at
pleonard@nd.edu
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to the future of the offensive
line.
"It's been one of my goals,
just trying to be a leader out
there helping the young guys
figure out stuff they don't know,
answer any questions they have
and try and get them through
it," Milligan said.
A problem with rotating so
many different players at different positions is develping chemistry amongst the starters. In
the team's current situation,
that limitation of finding the
starters quickly may actually be
helpful as the season progresses.
"The flexibility makes you
stronger down the road but it
also slows down in some cases
your progress forward," Notre
Dame coach Tyrone Willingham
said. "I think it is a necessary
evil right now to find out who
are the best people at these
positions and get us the best
combination."
With everyone from the
coaches to the fans watching
and waiting for the offensive
line to develop and form a
cohesive unit, Willingham is
looking for everyone from his
underclassmen to fifth-year
seniors to make improvements
from last year.
"When you have players come
back, they have to come back
better and that's whether they
are freshman, sophomore,
junior, it doesn't matter the
position or the year,
Willingham said. "They have to
come back better, just coming
back isn't enough because I
don't know our opponents will
have improved.
"We have got to get better.
We can't imagine ourselves
maintaining the status quo."

Legislating Corpora-ce E-chics
All lectures begin at 2 p.rn. and will take place in the Law School Courtroom.
FTUtiAY APIUI. 2:5

Richard Painter

James D. Cox

John C. Coffee Jr.

Ronald Gilson

PIOfC'!<s!rr of Liiw.
Universi!•)ln.f /1.'/nci:;

8reiJWtd Cut7iC f'rcrft·:;!'!lf !'f LBfY,
lJ11ke 1./nivr.I:~·•.Y

ArJ(Jif A. 8.-:r!.-: P1vfc:.:;(or of Lafv,
Cr.!utr:bi.~ l!ni1·er;fty

More & Evil Slt•m f'rcf£•ssr;r cllaw ;;ot} 8:.Jsir:t'5s,
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Dwi;_:lrt {',-ofos."r.'! r.•f !_..;1v,
Cait.r;n!;ia U!.·lvt.•t ::;,,,,

P1ofl1 ssor of [C)W. S!rs:£1.'i Urtfvcrs!ly

David Dana
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Contact Matt Lozar at
mlozar@nd.edu
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HENRI ARNOLD

JUMBLE

MIKE ARGIRION

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Arglrlon

Unscramble these tour Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

I'm starved and
I need a winner

ACOOC

~·

HAPPY TOWN

(] (

.,~·

.

.

I

1 Drifter?
5 Answering
device?
15

winds
(herald of warm
and muggy
weather)

16 Love poem of
1849
17 Start of
something
small?
18 Guns N' Roses
music
19 "No_!"
20 Foolish
21 Motor add-on
22 Relative of the
custard apple
24 Place-to-sign
indicators

WILLSHORTZ
50 Threaded
fastener

27 Controversial
agcy. since
1862
28 It may be seen
by a bank
29 Swab

51 Where Merlin is
imprisoned in
"Idylls of the
King"

I

32 Anna May of
"Shanghai
Express"

56 Extraordinary
perception

37 Do a charade

Jumbles: CHAMP SUEDE ANSWER DOUBLY
Answer: After a long day of hauling refuse, the
garbageman was- DOWN IN THE DUMPS

EUGENIA LAST

HOROSCOPE

*

57 Stone's throw

**

DOWN
1 Vamoosed

****

41 They're just
below heads

2 Medium, maybe

42 War stat.

3 Germane

43 Transported

4 In the past

44 Be metrical

5 Island known as b--1--+___.-+-+--+-~1-+--+-"The Gathering
Place"

45 Whoop

(Answers tomorrow)

ARIES (March 21-Apri119): You11 have plenty of qxions today. Do thing; that will
provide yru with adventure and cultural knowledge. It's time fer you to make professional
and pnrnal changes in yoor life. ••••
TAURUS (April :ZO.May 20): A family In'fliJer' will be upset if yoo make changes without
coosent Be careful nato offend peq>le that yru have to deal wilh regularly. Do what yoo
ITI.ISt to a\100 trruble.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Ga involved in activities that: require stamina and rodurnnce.
Yourcx:n¢tivenature., VffSalility and koow-OOw will lead yoo in a pa;itivediredirn.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Extravagaoce will be a key issue !OOay. Retiain fil:rn trying
to l:cy frierxlship. It's tiire to make sorre pncmJ changes.

33 Pigeonhole
34 Outcome

"( I I J" [ I I J

Happy Birthday: Pick and dtoose what's irqmant to yru this year. The focus sOOuld be oo
you this year and not oo helping everyone arrund yru. If you are steadfast and forceful in
ywr ~ yru will imp'ess lOOse willing to suppcrt your efforts. Your nUITII:-ers are 10,
19,22,28,41,46

54 Phone line
55 Hot server

I

A

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

CELEBRITIFS BORN ON TillS DAY: Joel Grey, Louise Lasser, John Sheffield,
Michie Sar.lbeJli

53 Give an edge

31 Don't believe it

FAN WANTC:I/ AT

&..lllto..."""'--...._~~....___,____.

P:dnt answar hare:

CROSSWORD
26 "All My
Children" vixen

WHAT THe' HJNGRY

like that didn't
go very well .

Yesterday'
s

ACROSS

4

Somehow, I feel

.,.

'

,

THe TRAC.K.

..

.

• •

. ..

JACK MONAHAN

..
.. •

...

***

46 Grudge
47 Walt Frazier, for
25 French
the Knicks
president before
48 Prime-time time
De Gaulle

7 Briefly
8 New York's _
Center

28 38-Down area
natives

35 Eugenio_
(Pope Pius XII)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9 Tartarus, in
Greek myth

30 Social worker

36 Gym wear

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You11 probably drive everyone arotmd yoo crazy if you are too
intent oo getting everyone to do things your way. Allow others the freedom to do as they
please. Youdll'thavetoleadallthetirre.
VIRGO (Aug. 2J.&pt. 22): You may want to look over your personal MJtn troay. You11
pOOably discover that you can save a tit of rrr:xey if you make a few changes. lnvestrrents
will (XlY ~if you Jiay yrur c;;an:E riglu.
LIBRA (Sept 23-0ct. 22): Your offer of help will rmke a difference to tre way others view
you. Yoo will receive an qJpCitunity from sormJne who is iinp'essed with your creative,

**

***

6 Ceaseless
42 Creme flavorer

45 "Holy cow!"

37 Banking aid?

48 "The Bronx? No
thonx" writer

31 Bunk
10 "Let I t _ "
38 River to the
(Everly Brothers
Atlantic
49 Ancient dweller
33
Surgical
tray
hit)
in modern
array
39 Makes a string
11 Encouraging
Azerbaijan
flat, maybe
word
34 Opens, as a
52 Kind of bran
40 Wobbles
bottle
-::+:+=-+=4 12 Penn State
campus site
13 One with lots to For answers, call 1·900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
sell
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
14 Flight board
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888·7-ACROSS.
~:+:::-t
message
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
23 Cries at a Wild past puzzles, nytimes.com/diversions ($19.95 a year) .
..:+.::+::+:-:-4
West show
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network,
nytimes.com/leaming/xwords.
~;;;..&...;;.~ 25 "Got me bear
~~~

intelligent~·

••••

SCORPIO (Od. 23-Nov. 21): Your change in attitude will cause upset and worry.
R:nru1ate yrurideas rut 00 !XX~ tremjtN yet**
SAGfiTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Grab any qJIXI1Uility to travel. 'Ire ideas and CUlCeJl5
that you discover will lead to prosperous ventures. Different perspectives can be

*****

gaim1
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19): There are issues to be dealt with regarding your financial
siruatioo, and yru need to clear them up now. Make wharever changes are necessary to
irrpuve yrur inve:strmliS.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You may feel a little ITUiddled by the signals that <Xher
people are smding you. Be blwt and ask what's going oo befc.-e tre situatioo occupies your
day, leaving little roon to~anything else.
PISCFS (Feb. 19-March 20): Yoo woo't be shm of good id:as foc making sorre extra
mney. Be inventive and believe in yourself and what you can produce. You can make a
(Idit

***

**

***

Birthday Baby: You will want it all, and that may be difficult if you aren't willing to
compromise. You will be strmg, stubtxm and will not rnck down regardless of what you
fuce. Yru will have high starrluds, nuals and dhics.
Oteck out Eugenia's Web site> ar astroadvice.com. eugenialast.com, wnetwork.com.
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BASEBALL

Doubleheader sweep extends winning streak to 14 games
• Big innings and
clutch pitching still
the formula for
streaking Irish
By BRYAN KRONK
Senior StaffWriter

Offensively speaking, all it
took for the Irish to win its
games Thursday was one
inning. Twice.
Thanks to some more clutch
hitting and two big offensive
innings, the Irish walked away
from Thursday's doubleheader
with a sweep of Chicago State
and Bowling Green at Eck
Stadium, 9-3 and 7-2, to win its
13th and 14th consecutive
games and improve to 23-6 on
the year.
"The games were a little bit
sloppy," Irish coach Paul
Mainieri said, "but you can't
play a picture perfect game all
the time. We'll take the wins
anytime."
In the first game, the Irish
used an eight-run second inning
- with a plethora of freshmen
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in the lineup- to propel themselves to victory over the
Cougars of Chicago State.
"It made me a little nervous
having so many young guys out
there," Mainieri said, "but they
did some really good things."
Five singles surrounding a
run-scoring groundout by Joe
Thaman drove in the first two
Irish runs. Another two runs
scored on a fielder's choice off
the bat of Matt Edwards, combined with a throwing error by
the Chicago State second baseman. Two walks re-loaded the
bases before Matt Bransfield hit
a run-scoring single and Alex
Nettey cleared the bases with a
double to deep left-center field.
Martin Vergara took the hill
in the opener for the Irish but
pitched wildly, walking five batters and giving up three runs,
one earned, in the top of the
third. Vergara lasted only 2-2/3
innings before being yanked in
favor of freshman Matt
Arminio.
However, the trio of Arminio,
Tyler Jones and Ryan Doherty
combined to shut down the
Cougars for the remaining 4-2/3

innings, not allowing a hit while
striking out seven and walking
only two.
The nightcap of the doubleheader was much more of a
nail-biter, thanks to some
strong pitching performances
by Irish starter Tom Thornton
and an abundance of Bowling
Green pitchers.
Thornton found himself on
the wrong end of a few fielding
mistakes, including a run that
scored on a throw by catcher
Cody Rizzo during a delayed
double-steal move by the
Falcons. Rizzo's throw sailed
into center field because no
infielder was covering second
base, allowing Bowling Green to
tie the game at 1-1 in the top of
the third.
"Cody wasn't supposed to
throw the ball to second base
on that first and third delayed
steal," Mainieri said. "That's
why nobody was covering,
because he wasn't supposed to
throw."
Another Falcon run in the top
of the fourth, on a wild pitch by

see STREAK/page 25

Steve Andres takes a swing In Notre Dame's 7-2 win over
Bowling Green Thursday at Eck Stadium. The Irish scored four
runs In the sixth to break open the game.

SMC

FOOTBALL

SOFTBALL

Offensive line spots still undecided 6 games
• Replacing four
starters makes
linemen practice at
many positions
By MATT LOZAR
Associate Sports Editor

~/

They have a combination
today, but tomorrow- who
knows?
With four of the five starters
on the offensive line not returning for the 2003 season, it's
open season in spring practice
for those starting spots. Due to
the lack of experience, players
are working at a combination of
positions and the coaching staff
is trying to find the right mix.
"Everybody's fighting for a
spot, I'm trying to take center.
Four of the positions are wideopen," rising junior Zach Giles
said. "There's a starting five
working right now but that
doesn't mean that's going to be
our starting five tomorrow.
"You try to build some continuity but you are still trying to
have some competition out
there."
The current offensive line
consists of Jim Molinaro, Mark
LeVoir, Giles, Sean Milligan and
Dan Stevenson from left to
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right, but that doesn't mean
much.
"We are running with that
group but everybody is mixing
in and out," Giles said.
"Everybody was taking different
positions."
LeVoir works at tackle, Bob
Morton is competing with Giles
at center and Stevenson is also
taking snaps at guard. That
interchanging of bodies across
the line will help the Irish if and
when injuries transpire.
On any given play, the backup
is one injury away from being
thrust into the fire and being
out in the middle of the action.
The key is to have minimal
drop-off when the backup
enters the game.
"If a guy goes down in the
season, it will be a lot easier
having a guy step into the position than having a guy who has
nev·er played," Milligan said.
"Getting people ready in spring
ball is what's all about and it's
going to help us in the long
run."
Milligan is the only returning
starter and with that distinction
comes the weight of being a
leader. As a fifth-year senior,
Milligan has seen it all and is
passing on his past experiences

MENS lACROSSE

see 0-LINE/page 26

MENS GOLF

.Notre Dame 9
Butler 2

Kegler Invitational
Sa urday-Sunday

Looking to make a run
at the postseason, the
Irish start their push by
defeating the Bulldogs.

page 26

in 3 days
for Belles
By PAT LEONARD
Sports Writer

TIM KACMAR!The Observer

Quarterback Carlyle Holiday takes a snap from Zach Giles
during practice earlier this month. Giles Is competing for
one of four open spots on the offensive line.

TRACK &FIELD
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The Saint Mary's softball
team opened league play by
sweeping a doubleheader with
Kalamazoo.
But that was over a week
ago, and the Belles have yet to
play their home MIAA opener.
They have had three games
postponed within two weeks
due to frigid weather conditions.
Now, Saint Mary's (12-6-1, 20) will cram six games into one
weekend as they take on
Albion College at home (8-13,
1-1), Hope College (9-8, 1-1)
away and Adrian College at
home (8-14, 0-1) on today,
Saturday and Sunday, respectively.
"We haven't played games in
a while due to cancellations, so
we are very hungry to get out
there and play," Belles coach
Anna Welsh said. "We played
three games everyday in

see BELLES/page 21

WOMENS lACROSSE

ROWING

Tom Botts
Invitational
Saturday, 9 a.m.

St. John's at
Notre Dame
Today, 4 p.m.

Notre Dame at
Duke
Today, 4 p.m.

Notre Dame at
Michiaan state
Satur ay, all day

Columbus, Ohio tournament is last tune-up
for the Irish before postseason tournaments.

Missouri event gives
Irish another shot at postseason qualifications.

Seton Hall at
Notre Dame
Sunday, 11 a.m.

Stanford at
Notre Dame
Sunday, 1 p.m.

Da~on at
No re Dame
Sunday, 10:30 a. m
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